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Errata Sheet #1

Oil Shale and Related Fuels

March 1, 1964

Page 66 third line from bottom of page, change

50

to
30

Page 81-82 Bottom of page 81 and top of page 82,

should read as follows:

The group has made application for 200,000

acre feet of water per year consumptive use from Lake

Powell, the lake which will accumulate behind Glen

Canyon Dam. Up to 13,500 second-feet for non-

consumptive once-through cooling use was also

applied for.
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INTRODUCTION

This is the first quarterly report on liquid fuels

production from oil shale and related solid minerals such

as coal, lignite and tar sands. These reports will cover

all aspects of liquid fuels production, such as discovery,

exploration, land transactions, political problems,

recovery of minerals from the earth, preparation of liquid

fuels from the minerals and the upgrading by refining,

or other means, of the liquid fuels. The reports are

limited to data which are public or non-confidential in

nature, but background information and Cameron and
Jones'

comments and analysis are included where deemed appropriate

The report is divided into three main sections as

follows:

Section 1 - Oil Shale

Section 2 - Coal and Lignite

Section 3 - Other Deposits

MERON AND JONES, INCO



HIGHLIGHTS

Oil Shale

Commercial Plant in Colorado.

There is a recurrent story that a group composed of The

Oil Shale Corporation-Southern Natural Gas-Standard Oil Company

of Ohio are making plans to construct a 50,000 barrel-per-day

shale oil plant in the near future. The total investment

may be near $100 million including a pipeline from the plant

site to Range ly, Colorado- The plant site and mine are to

be located on Dow Chemical Company land near Grand Valley,

Colorado. Part of the deal includes acquisition of the Dow

property under a production payment arrangement. Although

no public announcements have been made by the principals,

we believe there are elements of truth in the widely circulated

rumor .

One hitch in the plan for immediate commercial production

is that TOSCO does not have a demonstrated full-scale retort.

This might be overcome by testing a large- size unit simul

taneously with opening the mine or by using a demonstrated

retorting process such as Union Oil Company of California's

with the TOSCO unit reserved for processing the fines.

Economics

A 1962 up-dating of NPC cost estimates was published,

comparing shale oil extraction costs with petroleum finding,

development and production costs. Shale oil extraction cost

was found to be $1.46 per barrel whereas total petroleum cost

MERON AND JONES, IN



Oil Shale

Economics (Continued)

was $4.15 per barrel. The costs and trends presented give a

clear competitive advantage to shale oil.

Leasing of Federal Oil Shale Lands

Secretary Udall has asked for comments on his proposal

to revoke the existing lease regulations for oil shale. The

deadline for receipt of comments has been set at April 1, 1964.

A flood of comments already has been received and the Depart

ment of the Interior will probably require several months to

formulate any program of action. We believe the Department's

position quite likely will be that legislative guidance is

needed before Federal oil shale lands are leased.

The problems of lease regulation and unpatented mining

claims may wind up in the hands of the Public Land Law Review

Commission which may be authorized in a bill now before

Congress calling for a three-year study of all of the public

land laws. The first matter to be studied by the Commission

is whether the policy of the Government shall be one of disposal

of the lands or management.

Rifle Plant Lease

Negotiations to lease the Bureau of Mines Rifle oil shale

plant to a group composed of the Colorado School of Mines

Research Foundation, Socony Mobil, Humble and possibly others,

have been at an impasse during the past several months.

Official contact was broken off in December after failure to

reach agreement on clauses concerned with patent rights,

MERON AND JONES, IN



Oil Shale

Rifle Plant Lease Continued)

licensing, and public disclosure of information. Although some

industry and government officials express optimism at resolving

the differences which have prevented agreement in the past,

the odds are certainly no better than 50-50 owing to the

intransigence of Interior's long-standing patent and public

disclosure policies. The leasing group has been preparing

a "take-it-or-
leave-it"

proposal to be submitted to the Secre

tary of the Interior in early March.

Colorado Oil Shale Development Advisory Committee

Governor John A. Love of Colorado has appointed an Oil

Shale Development Advisory Committee to assist in formulating

State policies on oil shale and in obtaining action under the

policies adopted. As a result of committee action, the

Colorado tax laws affecting depletion allowance and gross

production tax were amended by the 44th General Assembly,

Second Session, to give shale oil a 27-1/2 percent depletion

allowance applied after retorting, and to eliminate shale oil

from any severance tax.

Oil Shale Land Activity

There has been almost frantic activity in land trans

actions in the last few months. Total cash values of sales

and options are in the neighborhood of $50 million. There

is little available private land left in Colorado and Utah.

All of the State-owned oil shale land in Utah has been placed

under lease.

M



Oil Shale (Continued)

Sodium Bicarbonate Discovery on Federal Oil Shale Lands

Sodium prospecting permits have been applied for on some

35,000 acres of the richest Piceance Basin oil shale lands.

The applicants are convinced that commercial sodium bicarbonate

deposits are to be found in the area. Commercial sodium

operations with first priority may cause some delay in the

leasing of these lands for oil shale values.

Landowners Association

The Valley Landowners Association has been formed to

guide the orderly development of the non-shale lands located

in the Colorado River valley between Grand Valley and

DeBeque, Colorado. The Association plans to incorporate

about April 1, 1964, with members contributing funds in propor

tion to the number of acres of land owned. The Association

would study and handle such problems as water supply for

municipal use, town planning, industrial zoning, highway

and railroad routes, etc. Membership in the Association

will be open to both non-shale and shale landowners.

Vertical Kiln Developments

Cameron and Jones has made significant advancements

in vertical kiln design during the past few months. A small

30- inch diameter portable pilot plant was built and can be

leased to study retorting processes. An 18- foot diameter

vertical-shaft cement kiln, the world's largest retort, is

finishing construction at the Ideal Cement Company plant at

Fort Collins, Colorado. This unit is equipped with the second
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Oil Shale

Vertical Kiln Developments (Continued)

Cameron and Jones patented discharge mechanism; the first

one was built in Brazil, and it should be noted that this

size unit is capable of processing more than 2,000 tons of

oil shale per day.

Utah Policy Report

Cameron and Jones has prepared an oil shale policy report

for the Utah State Land Board. This report will be available

to the public within a few weeks. It contains recommendations

for changes in the State oil shale leasing form and land

classification maps which classify the deposits into several

categories according to quality and depth of overburden. In

addition, all of the State-owned land under lease is located

on the maps .

Meetings and Conferences

The Colorado School of Mines at Golden, Colorado, will

hold a two-day symposium on oil shale on April 30 and May 1,

1964. The technical papers to be presented by Union and

Sinclair promise to be of interest. Also worth noting is a

one-day conference in oil shale to be held at the University

of Colorado on July 17, 1964.

Coal and Lignite

Government Sponsored Research <- ?
^

Significant developments which may lead to production of

liquid fuels from coal were made public during the past few

months. Among them are: 1) promising results from electric
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Coal and Lignite

Government Sponsored Research (Continued)

corona processing experiments which allow hydrocracking to

proceed at low pressures and temperatures due to creation of

free radicals; 2) new fluid bed techniques with increased

volatile yields which, if combined with power plants to consume

char, offer production of liquid fuels via hydrogenation of

the low temperature tar; 3) modern day technology has improved

coal hydrogenation economics.

Return on investment after taxes and amortization is

estimated to be between 8 and 10 percent dependent on choice

of processing scheme for production of liquid fuels from coal.

Giant Utah Power Plant / n H t /T

A 10 million kilowatt power plant complex is being planned

for western Utah. About 100,000 barrels per day liquid fuel

potential could be developed, if economics favor feeding char

to the power plants and tar to hydrogenation plants .

Other Deposits

Commercial Plants

The Oil and Gas Conservation Board of Alberta, Canada has

granted a permit to Great Canadian Oil Sands, Ltd. for a

$191 million project to produce 45,000 BPD of synthetic crude

oil. Construction is scheduled to start in September, 1964.

This is the first commercial plant in North America which will

supply oil from a non-petroleum source. At the same time,

the Board deferred action on Shell and Cities Service request

for 100,000 BPD permits in order to protect the conventional

MERON AND JONES, INCO



Other Deposits

Commerical Plants (Continued)

petroleum industry. These two events have combined to promote

a great increase in interest in oil impregnated deposits within

the continental United States.

Athabasca Reserves /V ( S Jj $<lT (j^^^<-

A comparison of 25 gallon-per-ton reserves reveals that

the Green River oil shales in.the tri-state area of
Utah-

Co lorado -Wyoming contain about 813 billion barrels of oil com

pared to 441 billion barrels of Athabasca oil-sands oil. If

all oil above 5 gallons per ton is considered the Alberta

oil-sands oil totals 710 billion barrels whereas the Colorado

oil shales alone total 1.4 trillion barrels. On any basis of

comparison, then, it is correct to say that the Green River

oil shale reserves are twice as large as the oil-sands reserves

of the province of Alberta.

Bituminous Sandstone Leases b^ ^c^Js. -
^

In contrast to what might be expected, the first Federal

offerings of oil sands for lease at the Sunnyside deposits

in Utah did not attract much bidding attention. The Utah

reserves are estimated at 1.1 billion barrels of 20 gallon-

per-ton material. There were conflicts in regard to existing

oil and gas leases. Assistant Secretary Carver of the Depart

ment of the Interior maintains that the Government does have

the right to issue separate leases for bitumins and asphaltums

and the like but this problem may have to be resolved by court

action.

8
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Other Deposits (Continued)

Oil- Impregnated Deposits Survey

The Bureau of Mines has given a contract to Ball Associates

of Denver to compile all the available information in regard
~

to oil- impregnated deposits in the continental United States.

Material is being obtained from both the United States and

State Geological Surveys. No field investigations will be made.

The results will be published in a Bureau of Mines bulletin

and a preliminary report will be made at the Interstate Oil

Compact Commission meeting in June 1964.

MERON AND JONES, IN



SECTION 1

OIL SHALE

First U.S. Commercial Plant?

The February 1, 1964 issue of World Oil magazine

announced that The Oil Shale Corporation (TOSCO) is expected

to begin this summer to construct the first U S. commercial

oil shale plant. The initial operation is expected to cost

about $60 million excluding hydrogenation facilities and will

handle about 60,000 tons of oil shale daily.

The room-and-pillar mining method will be used and the

crushed oil shale will be retorted with the TOSCO process.

Plans are to produce a sweet synthetic crude oil at the

plant site at an estimated cost of $1.60 - $1.65 per barrel

including mining, crushing, retorting, hydrogenation and

coking. The sweet crude will be a
40

plus gravity, zero pour

point with no bottoms that will sell for $2.80 or more per

barrel at the plant.

A letter of agreement has been signed in which one firm

will sell its oil shale property (more than 8,000 acres) for

a large cash payment, plus a production payment. (The Salt

Lake Tribune on February 20, 1964 reported that the firm

selling its shale land is Dow Chemical Company) .

Background

The Oil Shale Corporation (TOSCO) announced in mid- 1963

that a 50,000 barrel-per-day plant producing 23 -

25

API

gravity oil with zero to 10F pour point, would cost $55 million

10
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Oil Shale

First U. S. Commercial Plant? (Continued)

and have an operating cost of $1.00 per barrel. (Mining cost:

$.61; extraction cost: $.39). Including hydrogenation

facilities the capital investment was estimated at $66 million

and the operating cost from $1.25 to $1.45 per barrel for

35 -

40

API sweet synthetic crude.

In early 1963 an agreement was announced between Southern

Natural Gas Company, Birmingham, Alabama and TOSCO which

provides for up to $4.6 million in financial assistance. In

return, Southern Natural will have the right to purchase

convertible debentures and a majority of the common stock of

The Oil Shale Corporation, as well as to participate in joint

ventures with TOSCO and others.

The TOSCO retorting process was originally called the

Aspeco process after its Swedish inventor Aspergren. The

basic principle involves solid-to-solid heat contact between

a circulating stream of heated balls and oil shale. The

operation is carried out in apparatus similar in appearance

to a conventional ball mill.

Cameron and Jones
'
Comments

Although no principals other than TOSCO were reported by

World Oil, rumors have it that the plant will be located on

the Dow Chemical Company oil shale land near Grand Valley,

Colorado and that the oil company involved is Standard Oil

Company of Ohio and Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company will handle

the mining.

11
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Oil Shale

First U. S. Commercial Plant? (Continued)

Apparently the investment and operating costs are going

up as detail studies are made to confirm the previous TOSCO

estimates. The capital investment probably approaches

$100 million including coking and hydrogenation facilities and

pipeline to Rangely, Colorado. Even so the capital investment

compares very favorably with the $191 million investment for

the 45,000 barrel per day Great Canadian oil sands plant.

The operating costs estimates also have gone up as can

be judged from the previous $1.25 to $1.45 figure as compared

to the latest published figure of $1.60 to $1.65.

The most important operating cost is underground room-and-pillar

mining which will amount to 50 percent or more of the total

cost. The addition of the Cleveland Cliffs Company strengthens

the group in an area of potential weakness, that is, mining.

However, extreme care must be taken with the mining estimates

since they do represent such an important part of the total

costs. The underground quarry method of mining oil shale with

large machinery is foreign to most mining operators .

One obvious problem that will have to be overcome for

the TOSCO retort, is the tremendous scale-up problem between

the one-ton-per-hour pilot plant and a commercial sized unit.

One plan that has been mentioned is to design and construct

one commercial TOSCO unit and test it on the oil shale which

is removed in opening up the mine. Another possibility would

be to use a demonstrated retorting process such as Union Oil

Company of California's with the TOSCO unit reserved for

processing of fines.

12
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Oil Shale

First U. S. Commercial Plant? (Continued)

The Dow Chemical Company oil shale property consists of

about 8,500 acres, it is located on the east middle fork of

Parachute Creek about 20 miles from the town of Grand Valley,

Colorado as shown on Figure 1, "Colorado Oil Shale Land Owner

ship
Map."

Dow also owns about 1400 acres of industrial

property along the D&RG Railroad on the north side of the

Colorado River about 5 miles east of the town of Grand Valley,

Colorado.

The reserves of 25 gallons-per-ton oil shale on the Dow

property have been estimated at 2.3 billion barrels. We

severely doubt the 50 gallon-per-ton oil content figure given

in the World Oil article. It is more likely that the richest

minable oil shale measure on the Dow property would average

about 3 5 gallons of oil per ton. The property contains canyons

for disposal of spent shale and ridges which allows horizontal

entry through adits to open up the mine or mines that might

be required. Dow owns water rights along the east middle

fork of Parachute Creek.

Economics

An article entitled "The Prospects for the Development

of a Shale Oil
Industry"

by Henry Steele was published in the

fall issue of the Western Economic Journal. (11) Since this

is rather an obscure publication, the article is reproduced

in the Appendix.

Steele has compared the costs of finding crude petroleum

and shale oil using shale oil cost information obtained from

13
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Oil Shale

Economics (Continued)

Cameron and Jones. The shale oil cost estimates are an

updated version of the NPC estimates presented in 1958 (9) .

Steele shows that mining, shale preparation, retorting

and visbreaking will require an investment of $39,437,000 to

produce 25,000 barrels of shale oil per day or an investment

of $1580 per daily barrel.

The operating cost including depreciation is broken down

as follows:

Mining $ 0.98

Shale Preparation 0.09

Retorting 0.27

Visbreaking 0.12

Total 1.46 per barrel of shale oil.

Steele concluded that crude petroleum in 1960 had a

well-head cost of $4.15 per barrel after taking a natural gas

credit of $0.70 per barrel. This cost was obtained by dividing

the total cost per barrel discovered by .855 to indicate the

cost to the operator per net barrel after royalties have been

subtracted. The $1.46 cost for shale oil does not include

any royalty cost since it is based on the assumption that it

would be produced from fee-owned lands whose purchase price

results in a negligible cost per barrel of shale oil produced.

Cameron and
Jones'

Comments

As Mr. Steele points out, the current production cost of

known petroleum reserves is about $1.38 per barrel which is

14
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Oil Shale

Economics (Continued)

slightly less than the extraction cost for shale oil. The

finding and development costs for known petroleum reserves

represents money already spent, therefore, the operator will

continue to produce these reserves as long as the production

cost is less than the market price.

However, when it is necessary to discover and develop a

new barrel of production then it becomes pertinent to compare

the total cost of a new barrel of petroleum with the total cost

of extracting a barrel of shale oil. If Steele's finding and

development costs and trends for petroleum are anywhere near

correct, the economics give the choice overwhelmingly to shale

oil.

Thor Gjelsteen of the Colorado School of Mines Research

Foundation presented capital and operating cost estimates for

shale oil plants of 25,000, 50,000 and 100,000 barrel-per-day

capacity at the Western Mining Association meeting in Denver

on February 6, 1964. These estimates were based on underground

mining, gas combustion retorting and visbreaking to produce a

pipeline oil. Gjelsteen reached the conclusion that it would

be uneconomical to operate a 25,000 barrel-per-day plant, but

that a 100,000 barrel-per-day plant would have about a 5 per

cent rate of return on the invested capital if the oil sold

for $2.00 per barrel.

Cameron and Jones
*

Comment

We have requested a copy of Gjelsteen 's paper from the

Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation, but it is not

15
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Oil Shale

Economics (Continued)

going to be released at the present time due to the recent

changes in Colorado tax laws which make the conclusions reached

in the paper incorrect. We cannot comment on the paper until

a copy is available for detailed study.

16
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OIL SHALE

U. S. GOVERNMENT

Lease Regulations

On November 4, 1963, Secretary of the Interior, Stewart

L. Udall, published in the Federal Register a proposal to re

voke the regulations in 43 CFR Part 197, Oil Shale Leases.

Secretary Udall stated that these regulations are not opera

tional and have not been for many years because of the existence

of Executive Order 5327, April 15, 1930, under which all the

deposits of oil shale owned by the United States are temporarily

withdrawn from lease or other disposal and reserved for purposes

of investigation, examination, and classification. The regu

lations, which were issued under the Mineral Leasing Act of

February 25, 1920, allows applications for leases to be filed

but Executive Order 5327 requires the rejection of all applica

tions.

The Secretary requested that interested parties submit

written comments with respect to the proposed revoking of

the oil shale lease regulations before February 1, 1964.

The time limit was later extended to April 1, 1964.

Simultaneously with the publication, in the Federal

Register, of the intent to revoke oil shale lease regulations,

the Department issued a press release entitled "Oil Shale

Development Suggestions Invited by
Interior."

The press

17
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Oil Shale - U. S. Government

Lease Regulations (Continued)

release requested suggestions for a program to foster the

orderly conservation and development of the Federally-owned

oil shale deposits. Public hearings may be scheduled, depend

ing upon whether a need develops as a result of the public

response.

Background

The oil shale lease regulations which Secretary Udall

proposes to revoke were written in compliance with the Mineral

Leasing Act of February 25, 1920. This act prescribes that

no oil shale lease shall exceed 5,120 acres of land and that

leases may be for indeterminate periods, upon such conditions

as may be imposed by the Secretary of the Interior, including

covenants relative to methods of mining, prevention of waste,

and productive development. The royalties shall be as speci

fied in the lease and rental of $.50 per acre per annum is

to be credited against the royalties accruing for that year;

such royalties to be subject to readjustment at the end of each

20-year period by the Secretary of the Interior. The Secretary

may, at his discretion, waive the payment of royalty and rental

during the first five years of any lease. Not more than one

lease shall be granted to any one person, association or

corporation.

The Secretary is doing something to straighten out the

Federal leasing situation since four oil companies wrote him

letters and issued press releases in March and April of 1963

requesting that they be allowed to apply for leases on the

18
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Oil Shale - u. S. Government

Lease Regulations (Continued)

Piceance Basin oil shale lands in Colorado. The Bureau of

Land Management, however, maintains that these letters do

not constitute oil shale lease applications which must be

submitted to the District Land Office and, if they had been

so submitted they would have been rejected under Executive

Order 5327 just as all others have been. The four oil companies

are: Shell, Humble, Continental and Sinclair. Other companies

have since demonstrated an interest in leasing Federal oil

shale lands .

Public Comment

The Department of Interior has received a flood of comments

in answer to Secretary Udall 's request. In general, the

industry consensus is along the following lines:

1. Rescind Executive Order 5327.

2. Modify existing lease regulations to provide 5 percent

royalty, competitive bidding and research and develop

ment expenditures.

Udall Authority Challenged

A group from Salt Lake are challenging Mr. Udall 's

authority to reject oil shale lease applications. Frank J.

Allen, an attorney representing a group of Utahans whose

applications for lease were rejected, said that their appeal

also had been rejected by Bureau of Land Management authorities.

Following exhaustive administrative review the group plans a

test in Federal court.

19
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Oil Shale - U. S. Government

Lease Regulations (Continued)

Mr. Allen and his group based their appeal on the following

reasoning: "The Hoover withdrawal was a temporary withdrawal

for classification and investigation; its language contemplates

resolution by either the Department or Congress; since there

appears to have been no effort at classification since the

withdrawal, there appears to have been an administrative abandon

ment; despite the withdrawn status of the land, Congress, in

1960, reinacted the Mineral Leasing Act when they amended cer

tain portions of the Act and thereby re-authorized the Secretary

to lease oil shale under such rules and regulations as he may

prescribe."

Mr. Allen contends that at the time his group

filed applications, there were regulations in effect, together

with a recent congressional authorization, for the Secretary to

lease oil shale.

Cameron and Jones
'
Comments

Secretary Udall probably will proceed after April 1,

1964, to revoke the existing oil shale lease regulations. This

action may be followed by a period of several weeks or months

while the comments and suggestions received are being studied .

It is quite likely that Mr. Udall will decide to recommend

legislative action and thus delay leasing for several years.

The enormous size and potential worth of the oil shale deposits

is a political responsibility of considerable consequence.

Executive Order 5327 probably was caused by fear of something

similar to the Teapot dome scandal and even 30 years later,

this fear must be reckoned with and care must be taken to avoid

undue political vulnerability. In addition, Mr. Udall has

20
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Oil Shale- U. S. Government

Lease Regulations (Continued)

well-known conservation philosophies and spokesmen have

repeated several times recently that Interior is most interested

in the orderly conservation and development of the oil shale

deposits.

The importance of solving the oil shale leasing problem

in order to remove a road block from the establishment of an

oil shale industry cannot be evaluated in general terms. About

25 percent of the Colorado oil shale land area is privately

owned and economic evaluation studies comparing a specific

privately-owned industrial project with the best Federal lands

are needed in order to decide on the importance. An unknown

factor is the royalty rate which the Government will request

for shale oil produced from the public domain. We may have

a clue to this from the recently offered Federal bituminous

sandstone leases at Sunnyside, Utah which averaged about

5 percent royalty in the lease terms. Comparing 5 percent

royalty with the cost of privately-owned oil shale lands

would give a reasonable basis for determining the competitive

position of a given property. Other factors to be compared

are average oil content, mining method, shale transport to

the processing plant and spent shale disposal. Public domain

oil shale may be richer, but it does not necessarily follow

that it would be cheaper to mine per barrel of oil, at least

when considering underground mining.

There is a remote future possibility that the 2,000 -

foot-thick rich oil shale which exists in the center of the

Piceance Basin and which is predominately Federally owned,
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Lease Regulations (Continued)

might be exploited by a gigantic open-pit mine which would

remove some 1,000 feet of overburden and then extract 2,000

feet of oil shale for a total depth of 3,000 feet. The unit

costs could be very competitive, but it would involve such

immense production and outlay of capital that it cannot be

considered a possibility for immediate exploitation.

In the case of Utah and Wyoming public domain, there is

a possibility that fairly rich and thick oil shale may exist

in some areas with shallow overburden. There are indications

from the scant data which are available that there might be

such deposits and it is our belief that open-pit mining of

these deposits would provide the most competitive oil shale.

In our judgment a company must prepare economic

evaluation studies comparing the various alternatives and

locations, even including jLn situ retorting which may never

be technically perfected, in order to ascertain the true

importance of Federal oil shale leases. Such economic informa

tion is not going to become public for a long time.

Unpatented Mining Claims
_

W>^^' p'
" "

For the past several months, newspapers have reported

that an opinion was expected shortly from the Interior Depart

ment on a group of 249 placer mining claims involving 17

claimants requesting issuance of patented titles, but as of

March 1 the opinion was still held up. Interior is expected

to reject all of the claims, but apparently a great deal of

difficulty has been experienced in writing an opinion satis

factory to top Interior officials.
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Unpatented Mining Claims (Continued)

Background

These claims are part of the thousands that were staked

out in the period 1914-19 under the Petroleum Placer Act of

1897. The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 prohibited additional

mining claims and substituted instead the provision to lease

the oil shale lands. The Act provides that valid mining claims

at the time of passage of the Act must be recognized and

allowed to be perfected.

The courts have ruled that unpatented mining claims

constitute real property in the fullest sense of the term.

The owner is not required to secure a patent from the United

States so long as he complies with the provisions of the

mining law; his possessory right for all practical purposes

of ownership is as good as those secured by patents. Many

commercial mining operations, the most famous one being the

Comstock Lode in Nevada, have never been taken to patent.

The mining laws require that annual assessment work of

$100 should be performed on each mining claim in order to

protect it from other locators. This is not a requirement

in order to retain ownership from the United States; it is

simply a protection from claim- jumpers. After passage of the

1920 Minerals Leasing Act, relocation was impossible so the

owners have not had to perform annual assessment work to guard

against relocators. Since the oil shale claims are not in

production, which would automatically retain ownership, most

of the claimants would prefer to obtain a patented title
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Unpatented Mining Claims (Continued)

because the Government may declare their unpatented claims to

be invalid on one pretext or another as time passes. One of

the requirements for patent application is to perform $500

assessment work on each claim and this has delayed many of the

claimants from applying.

During most of the past forty-year period, Interior has

delayed for years at a time to either issue patents or opinions

as to why the claimant was not entitled to the patent. After

obtaining an adverse opinion from the Department, the claimants

can elect to test it by court action. If the court rules in

favor of the claimant, the entire procedure can be repeated

all over again, if Interior finds some other reason to reject

the claim. This makes for a long, drawn-out and expensive

process for the unpatented claim holder and many have become

discouraged and quit contesting the Government.

During the period about 1948-54, Interior issued patents

to about 70,000 acres of oil shale lands and then clamped

down again and refused to issue any more patents even though

similar claims were made. The unfairness of this stand has

caught the attention of some Congressmen who have threatened

to introduce legislation to validate the claims of a few of

the individuals whose work in the field of oil shale give

then an equitable interest in such claims.

Thousands of unpatented claims have been made, but many

of them are not valid today. Some were invalid from the start;

for example, one of the requirements for any mining claim is
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Unpatented Mining Claims (Continued)

proof of discovery. During the period in question the discovery

was made by means of outcrops or finding of oil shale near

the surface. Other claims were invalid due to fraudulent applica

tions. A large number of claims have dropped by the way side

as time passed because the owners lost interest in them and

did not respond when the Government alledged abandonment.

However, there are hundreds of claims in Colorado and Utah

which the owners of record never have admitted abandoning by

failure to reply to Government charges or otherwise.

Two cases have been taken to the Supreme Court, the last

one being the case of Ickes vs. Virginia-Colorado Development

Corporation in 1935. In both of these cases, the Supreme Court

ruled against Interior which had claimed that failure to do

annual assessment work of $100 for each claim constituted a

forfeiture of rights to the claim.

Cameron and
Jones'

Comments

The failure to resolve the ownership of the unpatented

mining claims is probably the major reason why the Executive

withdrawal order is still in effect for the oil shale lands.

It has been over 4 5 years since the last mining claim was

staked out and Interior has been following a delaying-tactics

policy concerning the requests from the claimants for an

opinion concerning their claims. Interior has been successful

in proving abandonment of many of the valid claims that

existed at the time of the passage of the 1920 Act. Apparently

they hope to wash out the remaining unpatented claims by a

process of attrition.
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Unpatented Mining Claims (Continued)

Meanwhile it seems to us that it should not be too difficult

to keep withdrawn those areas covered by unpatented mining

claims which are still subject to dispute and proceed to open

the remaining lands to oil shale lease.

Depletion Allowance \Jn\\eJl Sj^^ p>*y * e~Z~

Colorado Senators Allott and Dominick requested the Senate

Finance Committee, when considering the Tax Reduction Bill,

to make depletion allowance on shale oil equal to that on

petroleum. The attempt to obtain equitable tax treatment failed

as have numerous other efforts by the Colorado delegation in

the past decade.

The Tax Reduction Bill forbids oil and gas companies

from aggregating separate properties into "operating
units"

for the purpose of combining high-profit wells with low-

profit wells and thus raise the net income high enough to avoid

the 50 percent of net income limitation on depletion allowance

for the low-profit wells.

Background

The Internal Revenue Service has issued percentage

depletion regulations for oil shale under the Internal Revenue

Act of 1954. The Service has not yet decided if these regula

tions need changing because of the revisions to the Internal

Revenue Act passed by Congress in 1960. The regulations state

that 15 percent of gross income from mining is allowed for

depletion. Mining is considered to include crushing as well

as extraction of oil shale from the deposit. The retorting
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Depletion Allowance (Continued)

of oil shale is considered to be a manufacturing process,

somewhat analogous to smelting, whereby the kerogen is trans

formed into shale oil and other products. This ruling means

that the value added by retorting cannot be used in computing

the depletion allowance.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

Mining and crushing operations represent between 60

and 80 percent of the total operating cost required to produce

shale oil. Therefore, a specific property would have a pro

rated depletion allowance somewhere between 9 and 12 percent

based on the selling price of the oil.

The average depletion allowance usable for petroleum is

reported to be about 23 percent rather than 27-1/2 percent.

The new law forbids aggregating of properties so the average

figure for petroleum will now decrease and oil costing more

than the selling price of crude would have zero depletion

allowance.

A depletion allowance of between 10 and 15 percent is

about all that can be used when producing shale oil by under

ground mining and aboveground retorting and selling it for

$2.00 per barrel. But, if the selling price increased $.50

per barrel, then shale oil could take advantage of a much

higher depletion allowance if it was available because the

production cost remains constant.
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Rifle Plant Lease _^

On September 25, 1963, the Bureau of Mines received

a proposal to lease a portion of the Rifle oil shale plant

to the Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation, Inc.

The proposed lease includes the mine, crushing plant, and

three gas combustion retorts, but not the refinery.

The Bureau of Mines will maintain parts of the facility

not leased, and will furnish certain services such as water

and electrical power on a reimbursable basis.

The lease agreement is supported by a contract between

the Research Foundation and the Socony Mobil Oil Company.

Socony will act as project manager and will have responsibility

for directing the research on gas combustion retorting and

any work that may be done on mining and crushing. The Research

Foundation has responsibility for conducting the work.

A third document will be executed between Socony as

project manager, and the Humble Oil and Refining Company,

plus any other companies that may want to join in sponsoring

the research effort. Other companies may join within a

six-month period and the financing will be divided equally

among all sponsors.

The Research Foundation proposes to lease the plant

facilities for five years at an estimated cost of $5 million.

For the first 18 months, the research would be confined to

the small and medium-size gas combustion retorts and the

next 18 months, if the first stage was successful, would

concentrate on the large gas combustion retort.
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A basic disagreement on patent rights and public disclosure

of information has developed. The lessees have offered to

grant licenses on patents obtained on new methods to recover

oil from shale via gas combustion retorting, room-and-pillar

mining with explosives, and crushing of oil shale. Interior,

on the other hand, wants the lessee to grant licenses on all

patents that are developed on mining, retorting and crushing

oil shale that may be developed as a result of the use of the

Rifle plant facilities. An impasse was reached in mid-December

and final leasing agreement depends on settlement of this

major point.

Presently, the three agreements involved are being

redrafted and it is estimated that negotiations soon will become

active again.

Background

The Rifle, Colorado, oil shale plant was built and

operated by the Bureau of Mines under the Synthetic Liquid Fuels

Act during the period 1944 to 1956. Since 1956 it has been on

a stand-by status costing the Government about $100,000 per

year in maintenance funds. The physical plant facilities

cost about $4-1/2 million but parts of the plant are now

approaching 20 years in age and the condition of the equipment

is uncertain following eight years of shutdown.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

When the discussions broke down after the December 18-19

meeting, it was reported that the lessees would submit a
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Rifle Plant Lease (Continued)

written take-it-or-leave-it proposal within 60 days. However,

we doubt that the Government will get all the licensing power

requested. The Rifle facilities are of no value to the Govern

ment unless they are used and it is doubtful that Interior

can obtain funds to renew operations. The annual maintenance

may be cut off and the plant dismantled if a lease agreement

cannot be reached. *? ,^
>*-->

Public Land Law Review Commission / >>. *

__^

Now pending on the calendar of the House of Representatives

is H.R. 8070, a proposal to establish a Public Land Law Review

Commission. The Commission's purpose would be to recommend

legislation for Congress to enact as policy for the development

of public lands.

Representative Wayne N. Aspinall of Colorado, Chairman

of the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, and an

authority on public lands, is among the principal sponsors

of the legislation. Mr. Aspinall has invited comment from

the public on what the Commission should study.

Governor Love of Colorado has scheduled a conference

to discuss public land problems on April 4, 1964. Congressman

Aspinall plans to attend and this will be a good opportunity

to discuss oil shale problems.

Background

Congress has passed no policy legislation dealing with

the vast Western public domain since the Taylor Grazing

Act in 1934. The population in many western states is
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Public Land Law Review Commission (Continued)

increasing rapidly and problems connected with urbanization

and industrialization are being encountered. Not the least

of these are the many problems associated with creating a

shale oil industry.

Cameron and Jones
'
Comments

It is likely that the oil shale leasing problem and the

settlement of unpatented oil shale mining claims will both

wind up in the Public Land Law Review Commission. These

problems, along with others related or not to oil shale develop

ment, will have to be settled against the background of whether

the main policy shall be one of management or disposal of these

lands which comprise about 50 percent of the areas of the

11 western states. This struggle will initially overshadow

other considerations, such as how best to handle the oil shale

lands which, after all, comprise only a small percentage of

the total acreage involved in public lands. The Commission

has three years in which to make its report to Congress, so

fast action regarding the oil shale lands is not likely by

this route.
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Governor's Oil Shale Advisory Committee >

Governor Love appointed an Oil Shale Development Advisory

Committee in December, 1963. Information concerning the

committee members, together with their subcommittee assignments,

is shown in the Appendix. The purpose of the committee is to

promote the early development of a Colorado oil shale industry.

Mr. Richard T. Eckles, Natural Resources Coordinator for the

State of Colorado, serves as Chairman.

Three subcommittees have been established to study

taxation, leasing and unpatented mining claims. The subcommittees

are extremely active; in particular the taxation subcommittee

has been instrumental in obtaining some changes in the Colorado

tax laws which are beneficial to oil shale. These are dis

cussed under the heading "Tax Laws Affecting Oil
Shale."

The other two subcommittees are preparing recommendations in

response to Secretary Udall 's request for public comments on

an oil shale program and also for the use of the Colorado

Congressional delegation in formulating oil shale legislation.

Background

Formation of a Governor's Advisory Committee on oil

shale was one of the recommendations contained in the

Colorado Oil Shale Policy Report prepared by Cameron and

Jones for the State of Colorado in mid-1963.
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Governor's Oil Shale Advisory Committee (Continued)

Cameron and Jones
'
Comments

Eight of the sixteen members of the committee are attorneys

and the three subcommittee chairmen are all attorneys. This

is probably. as it should be since legislative and legal problems

are blocking the use of Federal lands in any immediate oil

shale developments .

The taxation subcommittee acted swiftly and decisively

in obtaining the oil shale amendments in the major revision

of Colorado Tax Laws passed by the Colorado Legislative Assembly

just adjourned. If this sets the pattern for the committee,

a great deal of good can be expected from its work.

Water Conservation Board

Felix L. Sparks, Director of the Colorado_Watejr Conservation

Board, announced that the Board is beginning to make plans

for water supply solutions for an oil shale industry. Major

problems will arise because existing water projects in the

area are designated for agricultural use. Legal difficulties

would attend any plan to transfer allotments to municipal or

industrial use.

The proposed West Divide Creek project is a potential

source of water for municipal and industrial uses in the

Rifle-Grand Valley-DeBeque shale area. However, Congress will

not authorize delivery to the shale area until an organization

contracts to pay for the water within required deadlines.
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Water Conservation Board (Continued)

Sparks had no solution to offer but stated that the

beginning of planning at this time will give the Board a

head start on providing for the industry's needs.

Shortly thereafter, President Johnson proposed a general

plan for congressional approval to help boom towns and
fast-

growing communities meet the demands of sudden expansion.

Water development loans are specifically mentioned in the

proposal. Federal loans would become available to local

Governments to direct improvements in an organized fashion.

The definition and terms of the loans seem almost tailor-made

for agencies such as the Colorado River Water Conservation

District.

Background

*

The Colorado Water Conservation Board has been con

cerned over the problem of supplying water to an oil shale

industry in western Colorado for a number of years. Cameron

and Jones was retained to study the problem in 1959 and

prepared a report at that time which outlines the water require

ments for an oil shale industry (3) .

Cameron and
Jones'

Comments

The development of valid water rights in the west is a

complex legal matter. Perhaps existing laws need revision in

order to allow the State to properly guard its water resources

for future industries. The Water Conservation Board's tax

levy should be increased to provide sufficient funds for study

and preliminary actions. We believe that a water subcommittee
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Water Conservation Board (Continued)

should be appointed under the Governor's Oil Shale Development

Advisory Committee.

Industrial water will be needed on the plateau or on

the tops of ridges which extend outwardly from the outcrop

cliffs in the Parachute and Roan Creek areas, in either case

the water would be used at an elevation of about 8,000 feet.

Municipal water will be needed in the Colorado River Valley

at an elevation of about 5,000 feet.

Oil Shale Policy Report

The State of Colorado reports that demand has exhausted

their supply of 600 copies of the report entitled "Status and

Problems of Colorado Oil Shale Development,
1963."

This

report was prepared by Cameron and Jones in mid- 1963 to

outline a policy position for the State in its concern over

development of oil shale.

Requests for the report continue to arrive and the State

is planning a second printing. The plans include copywriting

the report and filing copies with the Library of Congress.

The State also continues to receive requests for the report

entitled, "Water Requirements for Oil Shale
1960-1975"

which

was prepared by Cameron and Jones in 1959. The supply of

this report is also exhausted and the State is considering

combining the two reports into one volume for the second

printing.
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Tax Laws Affecting Oil Shale

Although it was not reported in the newspapers, the 44th

Colorado General Assembly, second session, passed a major tax

revision bill which included two items of importance to the

oil shale industry.

The first of these concerns the State allowance for

depletion as a credit against State income tax. The previous

statutes allowed 40 percent depletion for oil shale but did

not define the ordinary treatment processes to be considered

as
"mining"

under terms of the statute. The law now reads that

oil shale is to have 27-1/2 percent depletion allowance based

on the gross income from the property but not to exceed 50 per

cent of the net income, computed without allowance for depletion,

from the property. The definition of the term ordinary treat

ment processes considered as
"mining"

includes the following

wording:

"In the case of oil shale-crushing, retorting,

condensing and other processes by which oil, gas, or both

oil and gas are removed from oil
shale."

The second item concerning taxes, which is of importance

to oil shale, was an amendment to the gross production tax which

provides that in no event should the tax be construed to apply

to income derived from the production or extraction of oil,

gas, or both oil and gas from oil shale.

A special subcommittee of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas

Association Colorado legal subcommittee recently prepared a
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Tax Laws Affecting Oil Shale (Continued)

thirty- two page, three-part report on the applicability of

existing Colorado statutes to oil shale development. A fourth

part relating to certain mining laws will be forthcoming in

the future. It will be noted that portions of this report are

already obsolete due to the above changes.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

The revised Colorado statute allows 27-1/2 percent

depletion allowance for shale oil regardless of how it is

produced. The next step is to make the Federal depletion

allowance the same as Colorado's and shale oil would then have

an equitable tax position with petroleum.

The exemption of shale oil from Colorado's gross production

tax is quite important inasmuch as this tax is 5 percent of

the gross income in case the income is $300,000 or more. This

would be a high percentage of the net income for presently

estimated shale oil production. The exemption might serve

as a strong incentive to develop shale oil instead of more

petroleum production within the State.
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Increased Reserve Estimates

At a meeting of the National Western Mining Conference

in Denver on February 6, 1964, D. C. Duncan of the U. S.

Geological Survey, presented increased oil shale reserve

estimates for Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah. The new data

presented herein are based on notes taken during the presenta

tion. The following table presents the reserves for oil shale

beds 15 feet or more thick averaging 25 gallons per ton:

Previous Estimated New Estimated

Reserve Reserve

Location Billions of Barrels Billions of Barrels

Piceance Basin,

Colorado 400 650

Uinta Basin, Utah 100 120

Green River Basin,

Wyoming 10 27

Duncan stated that the richest 350 square miles of the

Piceance Basin contains oil shale deposits averaging 1700 feet

continuous thickness and 23 gallons per ton, representing a

reserve of 600 billion barrels of oil. This area has an

average of 2.7 million barrels of shale oil per acre.

The latest estimate of reserve for Wyoming was given in

a paper by W. C. Culbertson of the U- S. Geological Survey at

a meeting of the Intermountain Association of Petroleum

Geologists in Salt Lake City on February 17, 1964. An authorized
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Increased Reserve Estimates (Continued)

release of his talk is reproduced in the Appendix. Mr. Culbertson

increased the 25-gallon-per-ton estimate for Wyoming to

43 billion barrels in beds 15 feet or more thick. The maximum

thickness of 25-gallon-per-ton shale was 160 feet as measured

by oil well cuttings.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

The U. S. Geological Survey reserve estimates above are

for the total 25 gallon-per-ton shale oil content of the

deposits (U.S.G.S. also gives totals of over 1.5 trillion

barrels including 10 gallon-per-ton shales) and no attempt is

made to estimate recoverable oil reserves. These would range

from 100 percent for open-pit mining to perhaps 50 percent

for in situ production.

Reserve estimates based on oil well cuttings are not as

accurate as coring and assaying (10). The reserve estimates,

especially for Utah and Wyoming, are expected to increase

materially as better and more data are obtained.

Land Transactions

There has been an almost frantic scramble to obtain

or improve positions in oil shale during the past few months.

The result has been a predictable steep rise in price for

privately-owned oil shale lands in Colorado and Utah and

very little is left on the market. In addition, there has

been a clamor for release of Federal lands for leasing purposes

and all of the Utah State-owned oil shale lands are under

lease, including even the bed of the Green River 1
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Land Transactions (Continued)

Socony Mobil Oil Company is reported to have made $20 million

worth of oil shale acquisitions; The Oil Shale Corporation

(TOSCO) has optioned the unpatented mining claims of Energy

Resources Technology, Inc., amounting to some 17,500 acres

of prime oil shale land, purchased the Regal ranch of more

than 1,000 acres in the richest part of the basin, and made

an agreement with Dow Chemical Company for their 8,500 acres,
>

which would put TOSCO in a position close to the top in total

oil shale reserve assuming that they do finally obtain title

to the unpatented mining claims of ERTL. Sinclair acquired

the mineral rights to 800 acres of oil shale land on the Colorado

Game and Fish Department's ranch in the Piceance Creek Basin

in exchange for grazing rights on some 4,400 acres of land

owned by Sinclair Oil Company along Roan Creek in Garfield

County. Shell Oil Company was also active in obtaining

Colorado oil shale land during the past few months.

The total Utah State-owned land under oil shale lease

is now about 161,000 acres. There has been a great deal

of activity in these leases being moved from lease brokers

to oil companies. Shell Oil Company has acquired 20,000 acres

of Utah State oil shale lands from Morgan and Justheim of

Salt Lake City and Pan American has completed a similar deal

for about the same acreage. Texas American Oil Corporation

and affiliated Pacific Union Gas Company of Midland, Texas,

each have acquired one-half interest in 18,500 acres and have

options for 22,000 more acres.
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Land Transactions (Continued)

The State of Utah has about one-half million acres

still due it from the Federal Government which were awarded

when Utah became a member of the union. Not all of these

lands, called in-lieu lands, will be mineral in character,

but the state is actively trying to pick up more oil shale

land.

Utah filed for some 23,000 acres in the Ute Trail

section of Unitah County as part of the in-lieu land

selection. The Federal Government, when oil and gas

deposits were discovered in the same area, removed the Ute

Trail lands from further selection after Utah had already

obtained about 9,000 acres. The remaining 14,000 acres

would give the State ownership of almost two complete town

ships located in the richest part of the oil shale. These

large blocs are more attractive than the isolated sections

which the State owns elsewhere in the Unita Basin.

Governor Clyde of Utah proposed to Secretary Udall that

the State be awarded immediate oil shale rights on the 14,000

acres if the State would execute waivers of the oil and gas

rights. In his reply to Governor Clyde, Mr. Udall said the

question of waiving certain rights in favor of others will be

considered when the appeals are heard and not before.

Sodium Prospecting Permits

Seven applicants have recently applied for sodium

prospecting permits on a total of about 35,000 acres of the

richest oil shale land in the center of the Piceance Creek
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Sodium Prospecting Permits (Continued)

Basin. Public records on view at the Bureau of Land Manage

ment Office in Denver, reveal the names of the applicants and

the locations for each permit. The names of the applicants,

together with locations, are shown on Figure 2. These permits

are being applied for with the view of finding commercial

deposits of sodium and eventually obtaining leases for this

purpose.

Valley Land Owners Association

The Valley Land Owners Association was formed about

three months ago for the purpose of studying such problems as

water supply, air and river pollution, community development,

highways, etc. A budget of about $26,000 was obtained from

assessment of members.

The association retained the services of Dr. Fred

Edmonton as planning consultant and has prepared a number of

maps of the non-shale lands in the Colorado River valley extend

ing from Rifle to DeBeque . These maps are restricted and

show such items as property lines, slope and drainage, industrial

areas, etc.

It is contemplated that the association will publish

the results of its area survey study about April 1, 1964. The

study will be private to participating land owners initially.

The group then intends to incorporate and perform such functions

as it seems advisable to aid in establishing an oil shale industry

and a well-planned community to service the industry.
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Valley Land Owners Association (Continued)

Specifically the group intends to apply for Federal

stored water for the oil shale community, once it is

established as a legal entity and sufficient funds are

obtained.

The name of the new corporation will be Valley Association,

Incorporated, which will be a non-profit corporation. Owners

of both non-shale and/or shale lands in the area are eligible

to apply for membership. Non-shale land will be defined as

lands that are not underlain by the Green River formation.

An annual $ . 20-per-acre assessment fee from the owners of oil

shale lands and $.10 per acre for the owners of non-oil shale

lands will provide funds. The Association does not intend to

perform any work itself, but would hire qualified consultants,

attorneys and engineering companies as may be required.

Core Drilling Activities '

!
*

Coincident with the recent increase in land transactions

there has been a large increase in core drilling and assay

work. Companies which have been reported engaged in coring

activities include Humble, which recently completed a 9-inch

diameter core-drilling operation to a depth of 2,200 feet.

Skelly was quite active, drilling seven coreholes of slightly

more than two inches in diameter. Four cores were assayed by

the Bureau of Mines laboratory at Laramie, Wyoming, and the

other three were assayed by the recently installed assay

equipment at the Colorado School of Mines Research Laboratory

at Golden, Colorado.
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Core Drilling Activities (Continued)

The Bureau of Mines assay equipment at Laramie has

also been working at full rate during the last few months

and has a considerable backlog of cores to run. The assays

made at the Colorado School of Mines Research laboratory

are complete private whereas those made at Laramie will

eventually be published. It takes several years usually for

Laramie to issue the publications.

Cameron and Jones
'
Comments

The assay equipment at the CSMRF laboratory appears to

be slightly superior to the older installation at the Bureau

of Mines station in Laramie. In addition, we feel that the

Research Foundation operates with analytical procedures and

techniques yielding closer control and better reproducibility

than is obtained at Laramie.
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CAMERON AND JONES
'

VERTICAL KILN
/

Construction was completed recently of a portable

pilot-size vertical kiln which is larger in diameter than the

small gas-
combustion retort at the Rifle, Colorado, plant of

the U. S. Bureau of Mines. The unit has a
30"

I.D. by
15'

vessel and is equipped with necessary auxiliary equipment

for testing different oil shale retorting processes and

processing other minerals.

The unit's auxiliaries are designed to operate con

tinuously on oil shale at a 2-1/2-tons-per-hour throughput

which corresponds to a mass flow rate of 1,000 pounds per

hour per square foot. The unit is automatically controlled

with electronic instrumentation.

The new kiln incorporates all of the latest design improve

ments and has the unique portable feature which allows the

unit to be towed by truck to the job site. The complete unit

ready for transport weighs about 30 tons. This kiln is avail

able for short or long-term lease.

Cameron and Jones has developed an 18-foot diameter

grate for large-diameter retorts. The first such discharge

mechanism was built in Brazil where it was tested and found

to work with complete satisfaction in achieving uniform flow

of solids for the 18- foot diameter vessel.

The installation of a second 18-foot diameter unit is

nearing completion at the Ideal Cement Company plant at Fort

Collins, Colorado, where it serves as the discharge grate for
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'

Vertical Kiln (Continued)

a vertical shaft cement kiln. This proven grate could be used

to construct an 18-foot diameter gas combustion retort which

would have an oil shale capacity over 2,000 tons per day. This

would be twice the capacity of the Union retort which is the

largest unit demonstrated to date.

With two 18-foot diameter grate mechanisms already con

structed, Cameron and Jones is in a position to guarantee

satisfactory operation of these units. Designs for units

of 36 and even 45-foot diameter have been made with this grate.
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SAVAGE OIL SHALE QUARRY

John Savage, Grand Valley, Colorado, opened a quarry

to supply large blocks and run-of-the-mine oil shale at

custom prices. The mine is closed down for the winter,

but Savage intends to reopen it in the spring. Savage is

selling a service rather than the oil shale in order to avoid

possible unfavorable rulings in regard to depletion allowance

from the Internal Revenue Service.

The largest cubes which have been removed to date by

drilling and blasting techniques are about 2 feet on a side.

Savage reports a demand for larger cubes of three or four-foot

size, but he thinks this will not be possible because of the

many fissures present in the formation.

Savage reports digging through a considerable burned out

area, combustion had penetrated deepest where the oil shale

was richest. At the point of deepest penetration areas of

condensed shale oil were surrounding the combustion zone.
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UTAH OIL SHALE POLICY REPORT

Cameron and Jones was retained by the Utah State Land

Board to prepare an oil shale policy report. The report

contains recommended changes in the State's oil shale lease

form. A land classification map delineates the oil shale

areas according to quality and method of exploitation. Also

shown are overburden thickness isopachs and the location of

State-owned lands. The report also recommends policy concern

ing oil shale development in Utah. The State Land Board will

soon have copies printed for public distribution.
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V"

U. S. BUREAU OF MINES RESEARCH

In Situ Retorting

President Johnson's budget proposal for 1965 requests

an additional $200,000 for Bureau of Mines research on

in situ methods for extracting shale oil.

The Bureau made a test with a one-foot cube of oil shale

forcing hot air through a hole in the center of the bloc and

the combustion zone gradually moved outwardly to the limits

of the cube.

The Bureau states that the $200,000 is not sufficient

for field tests. The money is requested for core drilling

and assay work and other studies to locate a suitable site

for the in situ tests. Plans will be made for an rn situ

experiment to be budgeted later. The Bureau is considering

the possibility of an underground nuclear explosion to create

a bed of broken solids for jin situ retorting.

The Bureau is entering into a cooperative agreement

with Shell at its applied physics branch to develop instru

mentation for measuring stress and strain at the bottom of

the coreholes. This study will presumably be conducted in

oil shale and the data will be used in evaluating techniques

for fracturing oil shale to provide permeability for JLn situ

retorting.

Utah is exhibiting keen interest in the situ studies

to be made by the Bureau of Mines. State officials and

Congressmen are pointing out the advantage and necessity even
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In Situ Retorting (Continued)

for selecting a site in the deep-lying oil shales in North

eastern Utah.

ckj-

'CtS,.*.
-'_^

Cuttings versus Cores

The Bureau of Mines issued a Report of Investigations (10)

comparing mud and gas cuttings with corehole assays. Gas

cuttings have reasonably close agreement with cores, but the

mud cuttings assays provide a low estimate of oil shale

reserves. Average oil yields for 20-foot intervals were

checked by assays of core and mud cuttings from adjoining

holes, with the following differences:

Mud Cuttings Assay

Gals/Ton

15

25

30

Core Sample Assay

Gals/Ton

17.8

39.8

50.8

Mud Cuttings Assay

% of Core Assay

83

63

59

These data indicate that previous estimates of reserves

based on mud cuttings assays may be quite conservative,

especially for the richer shales. If one considers that mud

cuttings are subject to many variations, including improper

sampling, it is difficult to place much reliance on oil yields

calculated from mud cuttings unless they are substantiated

by and correlated with the results from nearby coreholes .

Spent Shale Revegetation && f ^.iLf. 4

The Agricultural Department of the University of Wyoming

recently commenced a study of spent shale revegetation. The
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Spent Shale Revegetation (Continued)

Bureau of Mines furnished several tons of spent shale. The

results will be made public at the conclusion of the study.
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OIL STATISTICS COMPANY

The Oil Statistics Company of Babson Park, Massachusetts

published in December, 1963, an article entitled, "Shale

Oil--Dream Industry About to Come
True?"

This ten- page

bulletin is written mainly around the announced plans of The

Oil Shale Corporation (TOSCO) to produce shale oil at a cost

of $1.00 per barrel. The article advises clients not to buy

any Oil Shale Corporation stock at the present time because

of its recent extremely sharp advance in price.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

The article contains a lot of information about TOSCO,

including details of negotiations with oil companies. In

spite of the recommendation not to buy TOSCO stock at the

present time, the reader might feel like running out and buying

some TOSCO stock after he finished reading the optimistic

review of
TOSCO1

s chances to supply $1 .00-per-barrel crude

oil to oil companies.
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PATENTS ISSUED

Oil shale in situ recovery by electrocarbonization was

issued to Harry W. Parker (to Phillips Petroleum Company) ,

U. S. 3,106,244 dated October 8, 1963, applied June 20, 1960.

The patent describes a combination jji situ combustion and

electrocarbonization process. Two shafts are drilled into a

shale formation and electrodes are inserted. The shale is

heated to render it conductive to electricity. The electro

carbonization is then initiated. When burning and distilla

tion temperatures are reached, oxygen is pumped into the well

to support the burning process and the distillable hydro

carbons are recovered.

Light oils from oil shale was issued to Morgan G.

Huntington (to Huntington Chemical Corporation), U. S.

3,106,521 issued October 8, 1963, applied July 25, 1960.

Process and apparatus are described for destructive dis

tillation of oil shale to produce oils competitive with the

best grades of petroleum products. The method does not

require an outside source of hydrogen. Crushed oil shale was

fed through a retorting zone where it was brought into contact

and heated with a concurrent flow of hydrogen at
2000

F

and 15 to 30 atmospheres pressure. The mixture of volatile

matter was separated into recycle gas and a condensed pro

duct which gave a naptha fraction, a middle oil fraction for

hydrocracking at 1500-3000 pounds-per- square- inch pressure,

and a heavy bottoms fraction. The bottoms portion was fed
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Issued (Continued)

to a separate still where the recycle gases were cracked to

make additional hydrogen for the shale distillation.
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MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES

Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association

A panel discussing oil shale was held at the 18th Annual

RMOGA^Convent ion in Denver during November, 1963. The panel

sessions brought out that there was much concern over legal

and technical delays and slowness in the United States Interior

Department over policies in leasing of oil shale land. Speakers

taking part said it could be ten to fifteen or even more years

before shale oil could become a major fuel source.

Socony Mobil Oil Company

Christen Herder, Jr., of Socony addressed the RMOGA

convention and predicted that there would be 1,700,000-

barrels-per-day production from Athabasca oil sands and oil

shale by 1983. If half of this amount is arbitrarily assigned

to shale oil, this would amount to 850,000 barrel-a-day shale

oil production just nineteen years from now.

Recently Socony 's chairman, Albert Nickerson, made

some very optimistic statements about shale oil in an

address before the New York Society of Security Analysts.

Nickerson said that there was a probability of producing

oil from shale in the foreseeable future and that this

will be an economical way to produce crude oil. Ellis R.

Lamont, senior vice president in charge of research, said

that if the present high costs of exploration are considered,

shale oil is competitive with crude oil being found today.
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(Continued)

Western Mining Association

The Western Mining Association sponsored an oil shale

section at its meeting in Denver, Colorado, on February 6,

1964. Papers of interest were new reserve estimates (see

page 38 ) and economics of oil shale production (see page 15 ).

Also presented at the meeting were results of under

ground nuclear explosions. The speakers presented slides and

photographs showing how the underground nuclear explosions

created cylindrical-shaped cavities filled with broken rubble.

Papers describing these talks are not yet ready for publi

cation and arrangements have been made to obtain them as soon

as they are available.

American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum

Engineers, New York, February 16-20
, 1964

At this meeting, Gulf presented data showing that imports

in 1963 were 1.7 million barrels a day out of a total U. S.

oil demand of 10.5 million barrels a day. Assuming a gain of

2 percent a year in demand and projecting U. S. crude and

natural gasoline production based on today's economic climate,

Gulf predicts by 1970 that imports or other alternate sources

will account for 2.8 million barrels a day out of a total

demand of 12 million barrels per day.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

Since it will take 5 or more years to design and

construct a U. S. shale oil industry of any significant
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American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum

Engineers, New York, February 16-20, 1964 (Continued)

size, the above figures indicate that U. S. imports will

increase from the present 17 percent of demand to well above

20 percent demand even if the green light for production of

shale oil was given tomorrow.

American Chemical Society

The following oil shale papers are scheduled for pre

sentation at the national meeting in Philadelphia on April 5-10,

1964:

H. F. Feldmann, J. Heubler. Hydrogasif ication

of Oil Shale in a Continuous Flow Reactor.

L. S. Merrill, Jr., V. Dean Allred. Ignition

Characteristics of Colorado Oil Shale.

J. R. Morandi, H. B. Jensen. Isolation of

Porphyrins from Shale Oil and Oil Shale.

Colorado School of Mines Symposium

The Colorado School of Mines and the Colorado School

of Mines Research Foundation, Inc., are jointly sponsoring

an oil shale symposium to be held April 30 and May 1, 1964.

A tentative program outlining the subjects to be discussed

is reproduced in the Appendix. The sessions on April 30

will be technical in nature and May 1 will be devoted to

economic and legal aspects.

Particular attention is called to the papers being

presented by Union and Sinclair at the technical session.

We believe that these papers may present for the first time
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Colorado School of Mines Symposium (Continued)

the information that has been obtained by these companies

in their research investigations.

Western Resources Conference

The University of Colorado is sponsoring a Western

Resources Conference, July 14-17, 1964. The program subjects

for each day are as follows:

July 14 - Outdoor Recreation

July 15 - Water Quality and Pollution

July 16 - Regional Resources

July 17 - Oil Shale

The tentative program for the oil shale sessions on

July 17 is shown in the Appendix.

Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute

Russell Cameron will give a lead-off paper on oil

shale at the Tenth Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Institute

meeting in Salt Lake City on July 16, 1964. The remainder

of the program is reproduced in the Appendix.
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FOREIGN DEVELOPMENTS

Brazil

The Brazilians have made little progress during the past

few months on the prototype oil shale plant being built at

Sao Mateus do Sul, Parana. This project to build a 2,500-ton-

per-day Irati oil shale prototype plant was launched in

December 1960, but there still is no plant construction at the

site. Actual accomplishments include building a first-class

highway to Sao Mateus from the State Capital at Curitiba,

purchase of land for the plant and the mine, construction of

housing for Petrobras personnel and a closely spaced core

drilling program.

The major engineering work for the project has been

split up piecemeal by Petrobras as follows:

A. Mining by
Petrobras'

staff.

B. Solids preparation by Servix, a Brazilian engineering

firm.

C. Retorting by Cameron and Jones.

D. Gas and sulfur plants not contracted yet.

E. Power plant not contracted yet.

Purchasing will be handled by Petrobras
'

staff and

separate construction contracts are envisioned for erecting

the plant.

The engineering designs for mining and solids pre

paration are thought to be completed, but may not yet be
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Brazil (Continued)

approved by Petrobras. The engineering work assigned to

Cameron and Jones for the retorting unit has been stopped

for about a year due to contractual difficulties.

President Goulart removed President Silva and all

three directors of Petrobras in late January, 1964, even

though all four were installed by him only six months earlier

The names of the new Petrobras officials are as follows:

General Osvino Ferreria Alves, President

General Arnoldo Matta, Director in charge of oil

shale activities

Engineer Gurgel do Amaral, Director

Engineer Francisco Madeiros, Director

A privately-owned oil shale company known as CIRB

has continued to negotiate with the Russians for a contract

to install a plant for the gasification of Paraiba shale

to supply city gas for Sao Paulo. In spite of continued

newspaper stories, nothing seems to be happening towards

actual construction of this plant.

President Goulart has just announced the intention to

nationalize the privately-owned oil refineries in Brazil

and place them under Petrobras control.

Background

General Silva was reported to have been anti- communist

and he started a one-man campaign again corruption and
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Brazil (Continued)

communist influence within the company. He also stopped all

hiring, Petrobras now has 30,000 employees and 8,000 were

added in the last two years. He has testified that Petrobras

has a special fund that is used primarily to finance communist

organizations and propaganda. He stated that recently hundreds

of late-model machine guns arrived with a shipment of oil

equipment from Rumania and were distributed to various

Petrobras employees for hunting purposes.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

We believe the communist situation is very dangerous

because oil supply is such a critical item to the Brazilian

economy. Without oil the country would be paralyzed in a

matter of days. A high proportion of Brazil's liquid fuels

are used for essential freight and public transportation and

comparatively little for pleasure driving.

The recent installation of desalting equipment in

Petrobras refineries, possible nationalizing of private

refineries, and the apparently senseless building of millions

of tons of excess tanker capacity by Russia, may all dovetail

together to coincide with a communist take-over of Petrobras

and supply of Russian oil to Brazil.

General Matta belongs to the Juscelino Kubitscheck

group and his appointment may serve as the impetus to get

oil shale off from dead center.
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Brazil (Continued)

We do not believe that the Russians have had any

success in influencing the oil shale activities of Petrobras.

Russian oil shale technology is oriented toward gas, power

and chemicals production rather than liquid fuels. In

addition, the Brazilians are convinced that they have deve

loped their own technology to the point where they do not need

much foreign assistance.

Spain

Impresa Nacional Calvo Sotelo operates five batteries

of modified Scottish retorts at Puertollano.

Throughput of oil shale last year was about 850,000

tons. Several by-products are manufactured along with

refining both shale oil and petroleum to produce liquid

fuels .

Background

The Puertollano oil shale basin has a length of 22

kilometers, its width ranging between 1.5 and 4 kilometers.

Beds of oil shale are found between coal beds and reserves

are estimated to be at least 100 million tons. The coal is

mined and burned to produce large quantities of electric

energy. Calvo Sotelo is now building a new crude oil

petroleum refinery, adjacent to the present works. This

is scheduled to go on stream in 1964. It will be followed

by a
Petro-Chemical complex.
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Spain (Continued)

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

The Spanish oil shale reserves are small and oil shale

production is really a by-product of mining the coal which is

burned to supply a significant part of the nation's electric

energy. The modified Scottish retorts each have only a few-

tons-per-day capacity and are of no interest for U. S. oil

shale processing.

Sweden

The Swedish Shale Oil Company is still operating its

oil shale processing facilities. The ammonia synthesis unit

has been sold to another company. The LPG recovery plant

has been shut down due to marketing conditions. Some equip

ment has been added to attain more complete utilization of

the oil shale. The throughput of oil shale through the pyro-

lysis retorts in 1963 was over 2 million tons.

Background and Comments

A decision was announced last year to de-emphasize the

subsidized oil shale plant following many years of efforts

to put it on a paying basis. The oil shale reserves are small

and not of very good quality. The oil shale plant was a

war-time activity, but has never contributed a high percentage

of the country's liquid fuel supply.
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(Continued)

China

The largest oil shale operation in the world is located

in China. Unfortunately, we have no way to obtain informa

tion regarding recent developments of Chinese oil shale

plants. Based on very scanty information, we estimate that

production is about 50 million tons of oil shale per year,

mostly at Fushun, Manchuria, with resultant shale oil pro

duction of about 40,000 barrels per day. Fushun reserves

are estimated at 8 billion tons of oil shale with an average

grade of 15 gallons per ton.

The Chinese have been modernizing the Pintsch and Inabe

retorts which were inherited from the Japanese at Fushun.

It is claimed that successful revisions have been made to

increase the retorting efficiency of these units and batteries

of new, improved units have also been installed. The Chinese

are also reported to have installed a catalytic cracker at

the Fushun oil shale plant.

Background and Comment

The Fushun oil shale is mined in conjunction with coal

in large open-
pit mines and the economics have never been

subject to question because the production was first needed

for Japan's war effort and was later needed by China who

has inadequate domestic oil supply. Emphasis is likely to

increase since difficulties with Russia erupted because

Russia has been supplying most of China's oil imports.
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(Continued)

Thailand

An oil shale development at Mae Sod, in the northwest

part of Thailand near the Burmese border, is currently under

investigation. A company is being organized combining Thai,

Japanese and American interests and it will be known as the

Siam Oil Shale Company, Ltd.

The Japanese entity is the Dowa Mining Company, Tokyo.

Dowa is a large concern engaged in several mining and com

mercial activities in Japan. Several of Dowa
'

s key personnel

were associated with the development and operation of the oil

shale plant at Fushun, Manchuria, prior to and during World

War II.

The Japanese have completed one phase of an exploration

program including examination of outcrops and a wide-spaced

core-drilling program. This program indicated a reserve

of 125 million tons of oil shale having an average assay of

65 to 70 gallons per ton. The second phase of the explora

tion program, which includes more intensive core-drilling, is

now underway. This program will provide data for a thorough

evaluation of reserves and development of the mining scheme.

Background and Comment

Oil from the Mae Sod oil shale is of good quality,

having an API gravity of 50, and an extremely low percent

age of sulfur and moderate nitrogen content when compared

with Colorado shale oil. Table 1 compares the properties
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF THAILAND

AND COLORADO OIL SHALES

Properties of shale:

Specific gravity at 60/60F

Heating value B . t . u . /lb .

Coking tendency
Ash fusion point , F

Ash percent

Mineral CO2 do

Organic carbon do

Hydrogen do

Nitrogen do

Sulfur do

C/H ratio

Ddified Fischer assay:

Oil percent

Water do

Spent shale do

Gas and loss do

Oil gallons/ton

Water do

LI:

Specific gravity at 60/60F

Carbon percent

Hydrogen do

Nitrogen do

Sulfur do

C/H ratio

Heating value B.t.u./lb-

Ash analysis, percent:

sio2
A1203
Fe203
CaO

MgO

SO3
Na20

K20

Total

Average Class

Mae Sod Oil Oil Shale

Shale Thailand Colorado

1.610 2.160

6,630 2,590

Slight Slight

56.41 65-68

1.74 18.90

30.85 12.43

4.70 1.77

.79 -41

.62 .63

8.05 7.02

26.1 10.6

3.8 .7

66.3 86.6

3.8 2.1

71.4 27.7

9.1 1.7

.876 .916

84.42 84.62

12.44 11.48

1.10 1.96

.41 .59

6.78 7.4

18,920 18,510

60.76 42.74

19.90 13.15

4.84 4.56

3.31 23.27

3.80 9.97

.48 1.81

2.34 3.09

3.97 2.33

99.50 100.92

Source s Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 5504 (1959)
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Thailand (Continued)

of Thailand and Colorado oil shales and shale oils. It is

probable that a more conventional refining method will be

effective on the Mae Sod shale oil than is possible for

Colorado shale oil.

USSR

The Russians continue to turn out a great number of

papers concerning oil shale research. During the past few

months there were 13 papers on the chemical constituents of

shale oils and tars, 1 paper on retorting, 2 papers on

kerogen analysis, 2 papers on analytical methods, 1 paper

on a new by-product and 1 paper on refining. The paper on

retorting was a report on high- temperature retorting in the

presence of steam. Results were apparently quite similar

to those obtained at the U. S. Bureau of Mines a few years

ago in the Entrained Solids unit, namely large increases in

gas production and a highly aromatic oil.

The refining paper dealt with solvent refining with

propane thru hexane and is of little interest to liquid

fuels production.

Background and Comment

The Russian oil shale industry is in Estonia where the

rich Baltic shales are used as a source of power and gas for

the Leningrad area. The industry has been in operation for

many years and is a source of employment for thousands of
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USSR (Continued)

people. The annual throughput of oil shale is probably

12-14 million tons per year and reserves are estimated at 10

billion tons with an average grade of 40 GPT. The oil shale

industry probably will not be shut down in the near future

even though production methods are inefficient and mining

costs are high.

However, competition from petroleum and natural gas

now available to the Baltic area must be having its effect.

It is apparent that a sizeable research effort on oil shale

has been going on for some time and its emphasis is toward

upgrading the products rather than to improve production

methods. Successful development of new and more valuable

products could conceivably put the industry on a sounder

basis .

Yugoslavia

The Yugoslavians have recently moved the Aleksinac

Oil Shale Experiment Station to Belgrad, where it will be

merged with the Rudarski Institute. The Aleksinac Oil

Shale Experiment Station has been inactive for the past

couple of years, but they now intend to renew experiments

in oil shale retorting and shale oil refining.

Background

The Yugoslavians published results of their retorting

work with the gas combustion retort at the AIChE convention
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Yugoslavia (Continued)

in Denver in August, 1962. The reserve of oil shale is esti

mated to be about 1 billion tons of 40-gallon-per-ton oil

shale.
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SECTION 2

COAL AND LIGNITE

Historical Background

The percentage of energy furnished by coal in the United

States has been declining since 1900 as shown below:

Year Coal Crude Petroleum Natural Gas Water Power

1900 88.9 4.7 3.2 3.2

1962 26.1 35.3 34.2 4.4

Coal has lost to petroleum and natural gas while water

power has retained about the same share of the market through

out the entire period.

Since the end of World War II, coal has actually declined

from its peak average production of about 600 million tons

annually to around 430 million tons average in the past five

years. There are indications that production has leveled

off since 1958.

In answer to political pressure for assistance to the

declining industry, the Office of Coal Research was created

by Congress on July 7, 1960. Studies quickly showed that the

only way to significantly increase the coal mine production

was to win back some of the market from petroleum and natural

gas. The production of chemicals from coal could account

at the most for only a 5-percent increase in production. On

the other hand, winning back just 10 percent of the present

crude petroleum or natural gas share of the energy market,

would increase coal mine production about 60 million tons a

year.
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Historical Background (Continued)

Research and development efforts are going forward to

produce both liquid fuels and gas from coal, but this report

will deal only with the production of liquid fuels.

Corona Processing of Coal

The conversion of coal into liquid fuels by hydrocracking

at low pressure and temperature in the presence of
high-voltage

high-frequency corona discharge is being studied by the General

Electric Company. The only raw material required is coal,

which is broken down into the following three products: 1) high

octane blending stock; 2) hydrocarbon gases, which are recycled

to supply hydrogen; 3) the residual char which is burned in a

boiler- turbine-generator system to supply the electric energy.

Corona is an electrical discharge that occurs before a

sparkover or arc. It can be seen as a blue glow emanating

from a high-voltage source. Corona is a relatively cool,

low-current phenomenon unlike an electric arc which is a

hot, high-current localized stream of electrons.

Corona acts like a catalytic agent, it spurs chemical

changes, but does not enter into them. It creates free

radicals of hydrogen and methane which react within a few

thousands of a second to accomplish the breakdown of the

coal. The products formed are light, aromatic hydrocarbons

suitable for a high-octane gasoline-blending stock.

A flow diagram of a commercial plant is shown by

Figure 3 . GE foresees development of large-capacity
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Coal and Lignite

Corona Processing of Coal (Continued)

generators to furnish 10,000 cycles per second 30, 000-volt

electricity directly to the process. Coal is the only raw

material. The Corona reactor and equipment for recycling

the noncondensable gases and heavy oil have only one function,

that is to redistribute the hydrogen in the coal so that most

of it winds up in the liquid fuel products.

Economics for a 10, 000-ton-per-day coal plant have been

projected based on assumed conditions as follows:

Yield, lb/product Plant Product Cost

KWH/lb. per lb/coal Investment

$128,000,000

/lb.

0.5 0.55 1.2

1.0 0.39 140,000,000

2.0 0.24 144,000,000 2.4

The best projected economics show a 9.2-percent return

after taxes.

As can be seen from the above data: the more power that

is required, the less product that can be produced because of

the need to generate electricity with the unconverted residue.

Experimental work to date with a laboratory-size rotating disc

reactor has shown that power requirements of about one KWH

per pound of product can be achieved.

The experimental work has been limited to laboratory

glassware and bench-scale equipment which has been unable to

operate for a continuous time period. The problem is that

deposits build up and short-circuits develop.
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Corona Processing of Coal (Continued)

The above information is taken largely from notes made

at the AIChE convention in Memphis on February 3, 1964.

Reprints of the papers presented by General Electric have

been requested.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

The General Electric Company has stated that their

interest in corona processing is in the electrical gear and

not in the processing itself. The work is presently supported

by the Office of Coal Research, but there may be a good oppor

tunity for an oil company to participate in the next step of

developing corona processing equipment that can operate with

out frequent shutdowns for cleaning. The Office of Coal

Research has indicated uncertainty about the future of the

project.

Conversion of Coal in an Electric Arc

The AVCO Corporation has been experimenting with a new

electric arc method of processing coal. This method is just

the opposite of the corona discharge processing in that it

operates at low voltage and high-current density. Fifty to

100 volts is all that is required and the current flow is

about 300 amperes per square inch. The coal molecules are

fragmentized by the severe electric current. This work is

in a very preliminary stage. The experiments were made with

a 2- inch diameter batch reactor. Both gaseous and liquid

fuels were produced with a high proportion of light hydro

carbons. Some very rough economic figures indicate that
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Conversion of Coal in an Electric Arc (Continued)

the cost will be $10 to $12 per ton of coal based on coal at

$4 per ton and a $5 charge for electricity consumed.

The information on the AVCO arc method is taken from

notes at the AIChE meeting in Memphis on February 3, 1964, a

reprint is not yet available for comment.

Carbonization

The FMC Corporation reported on fluidized bed pyrolysis

of coal in a 5-pound-per-hour 3- inch diameter reactor. The

reactor was electrically heated up to 2,000F and the fluidiz-

ing gas was either nitrogen or steam. A two-stage pyrolysis

of Elkol, Wyoming, coal gave the following results:

Yields of Products

Wt. % Dry Basis

Char

Tar

Liquor (water)

Gas

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

A yield of 16.7 weight percent of tar corresponds to

about 27 gallons of tar per ton of raw Elkol coal. Note:

The tar yield is about 50 percent higher than Bureau of Mines

assay tests (6) and verification is desirable. The heavy

viscous tar must be visbroken before it would be suitable as

a pipeline oil.

The similarity in quantity and viscosity leads to the

conclusion that an evaluation should be made comparing coal
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Coal and Lignite

Carbonization (Continued)

and oil shale as sources of supplementary fuels. The crude

oil yields are about the same but coal has the obvious advun!

age of producing valuable by-product char which can be bur;i.-'H

in power plants whereas shale oil is burdened with a spent.

shale disposal problem.

The following table compares the properties of the Elkol

tar and typical Colorado shale oil.

Ultimate Analysis Elkol Pyre'lysis Colorado

Wt. % Tar Shale Oil

Carbon 80.7 84.6

Hydrogen- 8.2 11.5

Nitrogen 0.8 2.0

Sulfur 0.5 0.6

Oxygen 9.8 1.3

C/H ratio 9.8 7.4

The carbon-hydrogen ratio of shale oil is lower than

the Elkol tar and this, combined with much higher oxygen

content, means more consumption of expensive hydrogen for

the tar.

Low-cost coal must be available. About 1/3 of the cost

of mining coal must be assigned to the tar so it is important

to have a low mining cost combined with high tar yield. Tar

from $3-per-tdn Elkol coal has a $.04 to $ .06-per-gallon raw

material cost depending on yield.

The hydrogenation cost can be estimated rather accurately

based on the extensive literature available. The Duo-Solve
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Carbonization (Continued)

technique for splitting the raw tar into oxygenated and
non-

oxygenated compounds bears investigation. If markets can be

developed for all or a portion of the phenols, xylols, etc.,

the hydrogenation cost can be reduced and, of course, there

is always the alternative of burning the oxygenated compounds

under the boilers.

Coal tar production is tied to power generation in order

to dispose of the char. The visbroken tar could be used to

transport excess char as a slurry in a pipeline to the refinery

sites where the char is separated from the pipeline oil and

fed to power plants.

Hydrogenation

The Office of Coal Research and Consolidation Coal

Company signed a contract on August 30, 1963, for a $10 million

hydrogenation project to be borne half by the Government and

half by the coal company. The basic process scheme is

liquid-phase hydrogenation of a dissolved coal fraction with

heavy oil recycled as a solvent and light oils isocracked

to produce gasoline. The products will be as follows: high-

octane gasoline, LPG gas, and coke.

The process has been under study for a number of years

by Consolidation Coal Company and an evaluation was performed

by the Ralph M. Parsons Company before the project was

authorized. According to Parsons officials, the process is

estimated to produce gasoline from coal for 13. 6$ per gallon

if coal is available at $4.55 per ton. The Office of Coal
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Hydrogenation (Continued)

Research later dropped the estimate to 13. 2C per gallon on

the basis of $4-per- ton coal.

The project will be under the control of Consolidation

Coal Company and present plans call for beginning construc

tion of the pilot plant about March 1965.

Hydrocarbon Research, Inc., reported at the AIChE

meeting in Memphis that new developments allow economic

hydrogenation of coal at reasonable pressures in contrast to

the uneconomic high-pressure process used by the Germans in

World War II and studied by the U. S. Bureau of Mines in the

immediate post-war period.

The processing scheme for coal-hydrogenation as envisioned

by HRI would employ a relatively mild first-stage hydrogena

tion, with only partial conversion of coal to oil and gas.

This would be followed by a secondary hydrogenation step

which converts oil from the first stage to high yields of

gasoline and/or diesel fuel with minimum yields of gas. The

necessary hydrogen would be obtained by the gasification of

the unliquified char derived from the first stage. This

conception has the following advantages: 1) hydrogenation

operating pressures will be at a minimum; 2) hydrogen con

sumption will be at a minimum; 3) production of light hydro

carbon gases with expensive hydrogen will be minimized; 4)

the unliquified char is a superior feed for a gasification

operation to produce the required hydrogen.
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Hydrogenation (Continued)

To accomplish the hydrogenation steps, HRI proposes to

use their ebullient catalyst bed process as developed for

hydrogenation of petroleum residuums. This development has

culminated in the erection of a commercial hydrogenation

plant for Cities Service Oil Company at Lake Charles, Louisiana,

to convert West Texas sour vacuum bottoms to a sweet synthetic

crude.

In the ebullient catalyst bed, the suspended catalyst

is in a random motion with respect to a flowing mixed phase

of liquid oil and gaseous hydrogen. Relatively small-sized

particles and highly-active catalyst can be used in the

ebullient system. Yet it is possible to withdraw a liquid

product from the system that is essentially catalyst-free.

For the primary coal hydrogenation stage, HRI envisions

an operating temperature of about 800 to 900F and an operating

pressure of 1500 to 3000 psig. A primary advantage of the

ebullient bed process is that it is not bothered by reactor

heat release problems which plagued much of the German and

Bureau of
Mines'

work.

HRI pointed out that the Germans carried out a vapor-

phase hydrogenation in the second stage. This necessitated a

deep conversion in the first stage with highly inefficient

utilization of hydrogen in the production of large quantities

of relatively low-octane gasoline. As practiced presently

by the petroleum industry, the second stage hydrogenation can

be carried out in the liquid phase, thus decreasing the con

version in the relatively more inefficient first-stage

operation.
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Hydrogenation (Continued)

Processes developed by the petroleum industry to

accomplish results analogous to those required in the second

stage of the coal hydrogenation process are generically called

hydrocracking. Commercial processes are available for

licensing from California Research/Universal Oil Products

(Isomax) , Union Oil/Esso (Uni-cracking-JHC) ,
and by Hydro

carbon Research/Cities Service (HY-C) .

In addition to operation in the liquid phase, new hydro-

cracking processes utilize catalysts which are far more active

and selective than those used by the Germans. The combina

tion of liquid phase operations with superior catalysts should

enable the new processes to operate with high throughput

efficiency at pressures of the order of 1,000 to 2,000 psig,

as compared with the 5,000 to 10,000 psig operations as

employed by the Germans. Thus, in addition to the advantages

in feed stocks, yields and product quality, the new hydro-

cracking processes are much less expensive than those employed

previously.

HRI estimates that 30,000 tons per day (maf) of Illinois

bituminous coal would produce 87,600 barrels per day of heavy

aromatic fuel suitable for No. 6 or Bunker C fuel and 288

million cubic feet per day of high Btu gas. Investment is

estimated at $149 million and based on current price structures

existing in the North Central United States, the revenue from

the plant is about $100 million annually. Cash flow is about

$32 million annually or 21-1/2 percent on investment. The

profit on investment, after taxes and amortization, is 7.7

percent .
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Hydrogenation (Continued)

For a case where liquid products are produced in the

proportions presently consumed in the North Central region,

the plant investment is estimated at $240 million to produce

44,000 barrels per day of gasoline, 23,000 barrels per day

of furnace oil, 8,800 barrels per day of heavy fuel oil, and

305 million cubic feet per day of high-heating-value gas.

Revenues are estimated at $145 million and cash flow at

$57.4 million corresponding to 23.9 percent on investment.

After amortization and taxes the return on investment is 8.8

percent.

It should be noted that neither of the above process

schemes and economics presented take credit for by-product

possibilities, or for the many profitable possibilities in

petrochemicals .

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

HRI has a 30-barrel per day pilot plant and they are

aiming at an OCR contract to study coal hydrogenation.

Nevertheless the claims made by HRI seem to make good sense

as is borne out by the Consolidation Coal Company plans to

develop a liquid phase hydrogenation process.

Giant Utah Power Plant Projected

A team of ten electric utilities in seven western

states are now engaged in a study of future power requirements

of the region, with particular reference to coal potentials.

The group has already made application for 400,000 acre feet
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Giant Utah Power Plant Projected (Continued)

of water per year from Lake Powell, the lake which will

accumulate behind Glen Canyon Dam. Half of the water would

be returned as non- consumptive use.

The group has stated future plans for a $1.5 billion

coal-fired steam-electric complex producing 10 million

kilowatts. The plant would be located on the Kaiparowits

plateau in Utah, adjacent Lake Powell, and would consume an

estimated 30 million tons of coal a year. The first stage

of construction is planned for 1 million kilowatts capacity

out of the future-planned 10 million kilowatt complex.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

The proposed power plant location should be of interest

to anyone contemplating supply of liquid fuels to the west

coast market. Coal carbonizing plants could produce char for

the power plants and tar for hydrogenation plants. Dependent

upon the carbonization characteristics of the Kaiparowits

coal and the ultimate choice of processing scheme, the pro

duction of synthetic crude oil could be between 50,000 and

100,000 barrels per day from the fully-developed power plant

complex.
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SECTION 3

OTHER DEPOSITS

Athabasca Commercial Plants

The Alberta Oil and Gas Conservation Board granted a

permit on February 17, 1964, to Great Canadian Oil Sands,

Ltd., to construct a plant to produce 45,000 barrels per day

of up-graded synthetic crude oil from Athabasca oil sands.

The schedule calls for completion of financing by July 1,

1964, and start of construction by September 1, 1964. The

$191 million project is scheduled to be in full operation

by September 1967.

Financial backing for the project has been assured by

Sun Oil Company which has offered to invest $67.5 million

in equity capital with a promise of more if needed.

Applications for 100, 000-barrel-per-day permits from

Cities Service and Shell were deferred until December 31,

1968, due to the policy of limiting the production from

Alberta oil sands to 5 percent of Alberta's conventional

crude oil production. Actually the 45, 000-barrel-per-day
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Athabasca Commercial Plants (Continued)

permit to Great Canadian is about 7-1/2 percent of present

crude oil production.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

The Great Canadian plant investment of $191 million for

a 45, 000-barrel-per-day facility represents $4,250 investment

per daily barrel. This does not compare very favorably with

the 1962 updated NPC estimate of $2,300 per daily barrel for

a 25, 000-barrel-per-calendar-day shale oil plant recently

published by Steele (11) .

Cities Service and Shell have until December 31, 1968,

to file an amended application which could satisfy the

requirement of not conflicting with the petroleum production

in the province. However, the Board estimates maximum

permissible oil sands production in 1971 to be only about

50,000 barrels per day, which is already used up by the Great

Canadian plant. It seems unlikely that either Shell or

Cities Service will be granted a permit for a plant to be

constructed within a three or four-year period after 1968.

According to the Board's most probable estimate, it would

be between 1975 and 1976 before another 50, 000-barrels-per-

day plant could be put on stream.

Alberta Oil Sands Reserves

The Oil and Gas Conservation Board of Alberta has

recently estimated the reserves of those oil sands that, in

its opinion, warrant an evaluation on the basis of the
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Alberta Oil Sands Reserves (Continued)

magnitude of the reserves and the adequacy of the data (3)

The reserves are summarized as follows:

Crude Oil

billion bbls.

Oil Recoverable

in PlaLee Oil

billion bbls. billion bbls

Athabasca 626 369

Bluesky-Gething 51 28

Grand Rapids 33 18

Total 710 415

267

21

13

301

Cameron and
Jones'

Comments

The above estimates include oil sands having 2 weight

percent oil content, which corresponds to 4.8 gallons per ton.

Therefore, the above figures have little economic meaning

since this represents inclusion of materials too lean for

economic recovery at this time. If the Athabasca deposit is

limited to oil sands containing 10 weight percent oil (24 gallons

per ton) the reserves in place drop to 441 billion barrels

and recoverable oil is 261 billion barrels and upgraded

synthetic crude oil is 188 billion barrels. Not enough data

are given on the Bluesky-Gething and Grand Rapids deposits to

evaluate them in terms of the richer oil sands. No doubt

the estimates of these two deposits will increase as more

data is obtained.

The 441 billion barrels of 24-gallon-per-ton Athabasca

oil-sand oil is only about half as large as the recent 813-

billion-barrel estimate of 25-gallons-per-ton oil shale in

the tri-state area of Utah-Wyoming-Colorado (see page 38) . If 5

gallon-per-ton oil content is included, the shale oil in Colorado

alone is easily twice the total oil-sand oil in Alberta.
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Alberta Oil Sands Reserves (Continued)

The Colorado oil shales have the advantage of being

capable of selective mining to average 35-40 GPT for commercial

plants, whereas the richest Athabasca oil sands are about

30 GPT and probably less than that for any large-scale com

mercial plant.

Utah Oil Sands Reserves

The reserves of Utah oil sands averaging 21 gallons per

ton have recently been estimated by R. E. Covington, partner

in Caldwell and Covington, Vernal, Utah, at a talk before the

Intermountain Association of Petroleum Geologists. The

following figures were given:

Million Barrels

Asphalt Ridge 250

White Rocks 125

Sunnyside 725

Total 1,100

These oil impregnated deposits range from coarse-grained

sand at Asphalt Ridge, which is only held together by the

bitumin, to fine-grained consolidated sandstones at Sunnyside.

However, after preliminary crushing the Sunnyside deposits

can be separated from the bitumin by hot water washing.

Federal Bituminous Sandstone Leases

The Federal Government recently awarded leases on five

parcels of land totaling 10,257 acres at the Sunnyside deposits
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Federal Bituminous Sandstone Leases (Continued)

This was the first offering of
oil- impregnated deposits for

lease by the Bureau of Land Management. A copy of the lease

form will be found in the Appendix. Competitive sealed bidding

was used to award the leases.

There were few bonus bidders for the property when bids

were opened on January 23, 1964. A total of $31,748 was

offered for five of the six parcels available. Atlantic

Refining Company was the only major company bidding and they

won rights to three of the parcels totaling 5,683 acres.

The lease form gives the lessee the right to mine and

dispose of all the native asphalt, solid and semi-solid bitumin

and bituminous rock (including oil- impregnated rock or sands

from which oil is recoverable only by special treatment after

the deposit is mined or quarried) .

The royalty required is left blank on the lease form.

This is because it was established individually for each

parcel. According to the Bureau of Land Management, the

average royalty was about five percent based on U.S.G.S.

evaluation of the deposits.

The Bureau of Land Management is presently considering

the advisability of changing the mined or quarried definition

of such deposits as oil sands. The new definition, if it

is issued, will be somewhat similar to that used by the

Province of Alberta in that it will define the deposits

according to the native mobility of the oil.

The leasing of some of the Sunnyside lands was pro

tested by Shell Oil Company which asserted that its Federal
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Federal Bituminous Sandstone Leases (Continued)

oil and gas leases also gave it the right to extract bitumin

and oil from the sandstones. Assistant Secretary of Interior,

John A. Carver, Jr., replied that the Federal Government has

every right to issue separate leases on bituminous sandstones,

asphaltums, gilsonite, and the like. Mr. Carver said that

holders of Federal oil and gas leases in areas of bituminous

sandstone deposits on the Federal domain have no right to

mine or otherwise produce liquids from such deposits.

Utah Bituminous Sandstone Leases

The Utah Land Board experienced a rush on bituminous

sandstone leases during the last couple of months of 1963.

Alm6st 90,000 acres were placed under lease and some leases

were granted on lands already under oil shale lease. The

State may be obtaining some "in
lieu"

lands in the vicinity

of the Asphalt Ridge deposits within the near future. If

so, the Land Board will conduct competitive bidding for these

deposits .

Shell Oil Company has filed application for lease of

12 sections of State-owned lands in Wayne and Garfield

Counties for bituminous sandstones. The reason for this

filing is somewhat puzzling since there are no known signifi

cant deposits of oil-sands oil in this area. The 12 school

sections are in Townships 29 to 31 South in Range 15 East.

The consensus seems to be that Shell does not want any doubt

as to title so they are obtaining leases on all possibilities

for oil sands, tar sands, oil and gas, etc.
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Utah Bituminous Sandstone Leases (Continued)

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

The controversy regarding separate leases for oil sands

and petroleum is not likely to be settled quickly. If the

Bureau of Land Management changes from the mined or quarried

definition to a definition dependent on native mobility, the

courts may have to settle the point of distinction.

Oil- Impregnated Deposits Survey

The U. S. Bureau of Mines has awarded a contract to

Ball Associates of Denver, Colorado, to compile available

information on oil- impregnated deposits such as oil sands,

tar sands, asphaltic rocks, etc., to a depth of 500 feet

below the surface. The survey will be based on information

obtained from U.S.G.S. and State geological survey sources.

The survey is being performed at the request of the

Interstate Oil Compact Commission and a preliminary report

is expected to be available at the June 1964 meeting of the

IOCC.

The results of the survey will be published in final form

as a Bureau of Mines bulletin.

Cameron and Jones
'

Comments

This survey will differ from the Ford, Bacon and Davis

study performed for the Army Corps of Engineers in 1951.

The latter survey was limited to strippable deposits of at

lease 10 million tons of material within five square miles,
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Oil-Impregnated Deposits Survey (Continued)

at least 15 feet continuous thickness and under an overburden

no greater than the thickness of the deposit and yielding at

least 10 gallons of oil per ton. The survey by Ball Associates

will not be limited at all. Their definition is simply
oil-

impregnated rocks outcropping or near-outcropping and their

extension to 500 feet in depth.

The Ball survey is revealing that there is a great deal

more of these kind of deposits than had previously been

supposed. Most of them are unevaluated as to average grade

and total reserves. The deposits have generally been used

locally for road-

paving purposes.

Ball Associates reports that they are finding literally

hundreds of deposits scattered throughout the United States.

For example, a total of over 30 deposits are already located

in Wyoming. They are finding fairly rich and extensive

deposits in Arkansas, Missouri, Kentucky and Alabama. They

are encountering difficulty in obtaining information about

deposits in Montana and Wyoming, even from the U.S.G.S.,

apparently because of the conflict between oil companies and

the Bureau of Land Management in regard to multiple-use leases.
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Attorney
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Frank DELANEY
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Leasing Tell ERTL

Mining Engineer
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Oil Shale Resources and Stratigraphy of the

1/

Green River Formation in Wyoming

By William C. Culbertson

The lacustrine Green River Formation of Eocene age occurs in four

basins in southwest Wyoming, the Green River, Great Divide, Washakie,

and Fossil. It consists of, in ascending order, the Tipton Shale,

Wilkins Peak (restricted to the Green River Basin), and Laney Shale

Members. In the southern and eastern part of the area a lacustrine

unit, the Luman Tongue of the Green River, inter fingers with the upper

part of the underlying Wasatch Formation.

The Tipton is 0 to 300 feet thick and consists of oil shale that

is locally intertongued with sandstone. The Wilkins Peak is 0 to

1,300 feet thick, consists of marlstone, mudstone, sandstone, and oil

shale. It is well known for its many unusual saline minerals and its

vast deposits of bedded trona. The Laney, 100 to about 1,900 feet

thick, is principally low-grade oil shale in its lower part and

principally sandstone and marlstone in its upper part. The Green River

Formation interfingers with the fluviatile beds of the Wasatch Forma

tion around the periphery of its depositional basin.

1/ Publication authorized by Director, U.S. Geological Survey.
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The oil shale is thin or of little value in the Great Divide and

Fossil Basins, and data on the oil yield of the shale aru insufficient

to estimate oil resources in the Washakie Basin. In the Green River

Basin, however, numerous assays by the U.S. Bureau of Mines of oil

shale in cores and well cuttings indicate that all 3 members contain

potential reserves of oil. The following table shows the estimated

potential reserves of oil in shale beds that are more than 15 feet

thick and that yield an average of at least 10 and 25 gallons of oil

per ton.

Member 10/gal ton 25 gal/ton

Area in Barrels of

square miles oil (billions)

Area in Barrels of

square miles oil (billions)

Tipton Shale 1,900

Wilkins Peak 1,350

Laney Shale 450

160

170

40

500

400

22 1/

21 1/

Total 37(1 43 1/

1/ These reserves are included in the more than 10 gallon per ton

category.

The reserves in the Tipton occur in the south-central part of the

Green River Basin at depths from 0 to 3,000 feet; reserves in the

Wilkins Peak are in the north-central part of the basin at depths from

0 to 1,500 feet; and reserves in the Laney are in the east-central

part of the basin at depths from 0 to 1,200 feet.
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COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES

OIL SHALE CONFERENCE

TENTATIVE TECHNICAL PROGRAM

for

Thursday, April 30, 1964

"Some Oil Shale Problems -

1964"

John H. East

Retired, formerly Regional Director,

U. S. Bureau of Mines

(Paper will summarize Rifle operations with

emphasis on unsolved problems.)

"No Title as
yet"

Russell J. Cameron

President, Cameron and Jones, Inc.

(A discussion of foreign oil shale operations.)

"No Title as
yet"

Boyd Guthrie

Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc.

(Paper concerning the gas combustion retort and

auxiliary phases of retorting.)

"No Title as
yet"

Laramie Petroleum Research Center

U. S. Bureau of Mines

(A summary of the oil-shale research work performed

at the Laramie Center since the Rifle program was

discontinued. )

"No Title as
yet"

Dr. V. Dean Allred

Manager, Analytical Department

Marathon Oil Research Center

(A summary of laboratory experiments on

"In
situ"

retorting; parallel flow process,

ignition temperatures, and heat transfer.)
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COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES

OIL SHALE CONFERENCE

TENTATIVE TECHNICAL PROGRAM

for

Thursday, April 30, 1964

"No Title as
yet"

Harold E. Carver

Research Department

Union Oil Company of California

(Subject matter will include (1) a summary of the

scope of Union's shales development program, (2)

a review of commercial refining tests with shale

oil from Union's retort, and (3) refining plans

for converting shale oil to high quality refined

products . )

"Some Technical Problems of Underground
Retorting"

Bruce F. Grant

Technical Manager

Tulsa Research Center

Sinclair Research, Inc.

(A discussion of problems which arose during field

experimentation on "in
situ"

retorting.)
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COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES

OIL SHALE CONFERENCE

TENTATIVE LEGAL AND ECONOMIC PROGRAM

for

Friday, May 1, 1964

"No Title as
yet"

Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C.

(A discussion of government policies for oil shale)

"No Title as
yet"

Member of Governor's Oil Shale Advisory Committee

(A discussion of oil shale taxation)

"No Title as
yet"

Ted P. Stockmar, Jr., Attorney

Denver, Colorado

Chairman, Sub-committee on leasing

Governor's Oil Shale Advisory Committee

(A discussion of leasing Federal oil shale)

"No Title as
yet"

Member Governor's Oil Shale Advisory Committee

( A discussion of unpatented oil shale mining claims)

"No Title as
yet"

Frank G. Cooley, Attorney

Meeker, Colorado

(Subject will be water problems)

"No Title as
yet"

James H. Smith

Grand Valley, Colorado

(Community development problems)

"No Title as
yet"

(Plans are that either Winger, Chase Manhattan Bank or

Gonzales, Humble Oil will present generalized picture on

economics)
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WESTERN RESOURCES CONFERENCE

University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado

July 14-17, 1964

Tentative Program

July 17, 1964

Topic:- Oil Shale - 1964 or 1984?

Chairman, Honorable John M. Kelly, Assistant Secretary

for Minerals, Department of the Interior,

Washington, D. C.

9:00 - 9:30 A.M. - The chairman will present a description of the

problem and background information which will identify

the areas of controversy and set the mood for succeeding

presentations .

9:35- 10:05 A.M. - Shale Oil in the Perspective of Future U. S.

Energy Requirements.

Hans Landsberg

Appraisals and Special Projects

Resources for the Future

Washington, D. C.

10:10 - 10:40 - "The Role of Economic Research in Appraising the

Future of Shale Oil".

Henry Steele

Department of Economics and Business Administration

Rice University

Houston 1, Texas

10:45 - 11:15 - Coffee Break

11:20 - lli55 - Political and Administrative Problems of Oil

Shale-The Depletion Allowance Controversy, the Patent

Controversy.

prof. Barnett Jackson

University of Colorado Law School

Boulder, Colorado
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WESTERN RESOURCES CONFERENCE

12:00 - 1:30 - Luncheon break

1:30-3:00 - The Panel would reconvene and exchange ideas

among themselves . It is hoped that this part of the

program would permit the members of the Panel to cross-

question each other, challenge the facts, opinions and

assumptions of each other, and generally develop refu

tation and defense of their original statements.

3:00 - 3:15 - Coffee break

3:15 - 4:30 - The members of the Panel would be available for

questions and discussion by members of the audience.

7:30 - ? - Each of the members presenting papers would lead

a small discussion group on an informal basis. The

thought here is that the papers would be presented by

persons richly endowed with information and knowledge

about the subject of their paper. It would be helpful

if conference participants would have a chance to dis

cuss the various aspects of the general problem with

the Panelists on an informal basis.
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PROGRAM

TENTH ANNUAL ROCKY MOUNTAIN

MINERAL LAW INSTITUTE

July 16, 17, 18, 1964

Salt Lake City, Utah

THURSDAY

July 16, 1964

Morning: 8:00 - 12:00

8:00 Registration

9:00 Opening and welcoming addresses: James K. Groves, President,

Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation; Ernest R. Fleck, General

Chairman

General Session: Dean Samuel D. Thurman, School of 'Law, University

of Utah, presiding

9:30 CURRENT PROBLEMS IN OIL SHALE DEVELOPMENT, Russell J. Cameron,

Cameron and Jones, Denver, Colorado

11:00 WATER RIGHTS PROBLEMS AFFECTING RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, Edward W.

Clyde, Clyde, Mecham & Pratt, Salt Lake City, Utah

Afternoon: 2:00 - 5:00

(Split Session)

Oil and Gas Section: Dean Robert E. Sullivan, School of Law, Montana

State University, presiding.

2:00 RECENT EVOLUTION OF OIL AND GAS LEASE FORMS, Raymond C. Johnson,

Attorney, Denver, Colorado

3:00 CHANGING PRUDENT OPERATOR STANDARDS IN CONSERVATION AND SECONDARY

RECOVERY SITUATIONS, Professor Maurice Merrill, University of

Oklahoma.

4:00 ACQUISITION OF ACCESS RIGHTS AND RIGHTS OF WAY OVER INDJAN, PUBLIC

DOMAIN AND FEE LANDS, Ted Frison, Forest Oil Corporation, Denver.

Mining Section: Professor Thomas R. Walenta, School of Law, University of

Idaho, presiding.

2:00 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF AMERICAN AND CANADIAN HARD MINERALS LAWS,

Harry W. Macdonell, Fasken, Calvin, MacKenzie, Williston & Swackhamer,

Toronto, Ontario.

3:00 ROYALTY PROVISIONS IN HARD MINERAL LEASES, D. James Dufford, Groves,
Dufford 6c Nelson, Grand Junction, Colorado.

4:00 SELECTED PROBLEMS IN HARD MINERAL CONVEYANCES, J. Thomas Greene,

Marr, Wilkins & Cannon, Salt Lake City, Utah
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FRIDAY

July 17, 1964

Morning: 9:00 - 12:00

General Session: Professor Joseph R. Geraud, 9chool of Law, University of

Wyoming, presiding.

9:00 CURRENT CONGRESSIONAL PROGRAMS AFFECTING THE RESOURCES INDUSTRY,
Representative Wayne Aspinall, Colorado.

10:00 OIL AND GAS LEASES ON FEDERAL LANDS: A TIME FOR TITLE SECURITY,
James M. Holmbess^ Attorney, Denver, Colorado.

11:00 CHANGING EMPHASIS IN FEDERAL OIL AND GAS LEASE TITLE SECURITY,
Thomas Cavanaugh, Assistant Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D.C.

Afternoon: 2:00 - 5:00

General Session: Howard Twitty, Guynn, Twitty & Sievwright, Phoenix,

Arizona, presiding.

2:00 CONFLICTS BETWEEN POTASH AND OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT, Bryant H.

Croft, Boyden, Tibbals, Staten & Croft, Salt Lake City, Utah.

3:00 GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ATTITUDES IN CONTEST AND PATENT

PROCEEDINGS, Harold R. Hocfouth, Associate Director of Bureau of

Land Management, Washington, D. C.

4:00 INDUSTRY'S CURRENT PROBLEMS IN CONTEST AND PATENT PROCEEDINGS,
W. Howard Gray, Gray and Horton, Reno, Nevada.

SATURDAY

July 18, 1964

Morning: 9:00-12:00

General Session: James K. Groves, Groves, Dufford & Nelson, Grand Junction,

Colorado, presiding.

9:00 ESTOPPEL, WAIVER, JOINDER AND RATIFICATION AFFECTING CONTINUITY OF

LEASEHOLD RIGHTS, William B. Browder, Jr., Stubberoan, McRae, Sealy
6c Laughlin, Midland, Texas.

10:00 LEASING AND MINERAL DEVELOPMENT OF RESERVED PUBLIC LANDS, David R,

Phipps, Welborn, Dufford 6c Cook, Denver, Colorado.

11:00 EXAMINATION OF INDIAN MINERAL TITLES, Frank Gibbons, Senior &

Senior, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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THE PROSPECTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A

SHALE OIL INDUSTRY

HENRY
STEELE*

Rice University

Many times in the history of the United States technological change and new

discoveries have created new industries while partially or completely destroying

others. Recent evidence suggests that another case of creative destruction is in the

offing, with shale oil production supplementing, and in time partly displacing, the

long-established crude petroleum industry. Recent research has indicated two

developments which portend such an event important technological advances

in the processing of oil
shale,1

and an acceleration of the long-run increase in the

costs of finding, developing, and producing crude
oil.2

*

The favorable competitive position of shale oil is demonstrated in this paper

by offering evidence in support of the following supplementary theses: (1) the real

costs of finding, developing, and producing crude oil have more than doubled in

the last 20 years, with the bulk of the increase occurring in the decade of the

1950's; (2) the status of shale oil technology has advanced to the point where

"wellhead"

costs of producing shale oil are low enough to allow profitable pro-

*
The author gratefully acknowledges the encouragement and financial assistance provided

by Resources For the Future, Inc., of Washington, D.C., for research on shale oil costs during the

summer of 1962. The author is particularly indebted to Sam H. Schurr of Resources For the

Future, and to Russell J. Cameron and the late Ernest P. Miller of Cameron and Jones, Inc.,

Denver, Colorado, who provided the technological and engineering basis for the shale oil produc

tion cost estimates contained in this paper. The author is also indebted to his colleagues, profes

sors Edgar O. Edwards and Gaston V. Rimlinger, for valuable criticisms of earlier drafts. Sole

responsibility for any errors, however, remains with the author.
1
This is borne out by the existence of a very extensive literature, especially in the petroleum

industry trade journals. See especially American Petroleum Institute, Independent Petroleum

Association of America, and Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association, joint Association Surveys of

Industry Drilling Costs, 1953, 1955, 1956, 1959, (New York); C. C. Anderson, "Petroleum and

Natural Gas in The United States Relation of Economic and Technologic
Trends,"

paper pre

sented at Canadian Sectional Meeting of the World Power Conference, Montreal, 1958; D. C.

Netschert, The Future Supply of Oil and Gas (Baltimore, 1958); R. G. DeLilliac and G. Lugol,
"Cost of Exploration and Production in the United

States,"

Petroleum Engineer, July 1955, p. B40;
R. E. Megill, "The Cost of Finding

Oil,"

Oil and Gas journal, March 30, 1959, p. 250; G. D.

Priestman, "A Key to the Future A Review of the Economics of the United States Oil Pro

ducing
Industry,"

Journal of Petroleum Technology, November 1960, pp. 11-14; H. J. Struth,
"What It Costs to Find United States

Oil,"

Petroleum Engineer, November 1960, pp. B19, B23;
J. E. Hodges and H. B. Steele, An Investigation of the Problems of Cost Determination for the

Discovery, Development, and Production of Liquid Hydrocarbon and Natural Gas Resources,

Houston, Rice Institute Pamphlet, Vol. XLVI, No. 3, October 1959; Steele, "Index Numbers and

Cost Analysis: An Application to the Petroleum
Industry,"

Rice University Studies, Summer 1963.
1
The basic cost studies consist of the following: U.S. Bureau of Mines, "A Proposal for Mining

14,035 Tons of Oil Shale Daily Western
Colorado,"

Special Report, November 1949; U.S.

Bureau of Mines, "A Proposal for Mining 19,200 Tons of Oil Shale Daily Western
Colorado,"

ibid., November 1950; National Petroleum Council, "Subcommittee Report to the National Petro

leum Council's Committee on Synthetic Liquid Fuels Production
Costs,"

October 15, 1951; U.S.

Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, The Synthetic Liquid Fuel Potential of Colorado,

Volumes I and II (New York, 1951). Further work done since that time is reported upon in E. P.

Miller and R. J. Cameron, "Shale Oil Nears Competitive Level with Domestic
Petroleum,"

Journal

of Petroleum Technology, August 1958, pp. 26-8.

60
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SHALE OIL INDUSTRY 61

duction at current crude oil wellhead
prices,3

(3) the economic costs of current

petroleum conservation practices are very great, are not likely soon to decrease,

Table 1

Crude Oil and Shale Oil Averaoe Costs, 1951 and 1962

(Dollars Per Barrel)

Per cent

change,

1951
1962"

1951-1962

Crude oil costs*

Finding cost $ 1.19

Development cost .43

Production cost .93

$
2.44c

+ 105.0

1.03c
+ 139.5

1.38 4- 48.4

Wellhead cost 2.55

Average transportation cost

Total cost at refinery 2.75

Minus by-product
"credits"

.48

Cost less by-product
"credits"

2.27 4.41 4- 94.3

Shale oil costs (25,000-barrels-per-day plant)
Extraction cost

1.82e 1.46' 20.0

Transportation cost (to Los Angeles) + 30.0

4.85

5.11

.70

+ 90.2

+ 30.0

+ 85.9

+ 45.8

Total cost at refinery 2.23 1.99 14.6

Crude oil cost as per cent of shale oil cost 101.8 221.6 + 117.7

"

Cost per barrel of working interest, net of 14.5 per cent average royalty. Total cost per barrel

discovered is hence divided by .855 to indicate the cost to the operator per net barrel found by
the operator.

b
Crude oil costs are for 1960.

'

For source, see Table 2, columns 3, 4, 5, and 9. Columns 3, 4, and 5 are divided by .855;
column

9 gives total net working interest cost per barrel.

d
Estimated by author.

'National Petroleum Council Study of 1951, as adjusted by author in unpublished dissertation,
"The Economic Potentialities of Synthetic Liquid Fuels from Oil

Shales"

(M.I.T., 1957). (Adjust

ments made to segregate outlay costs from computed opportunity costs.)

f
Estimates made by author in collaboration with Cameron and Jones of Denver; Colorado. (See

Table 4.)

'
Crude oil wellhead prices are quoted by buyers and make allowance for transportation costs

to refineries. Since no crude oil is produced directly in the oil shale region for sale to California

refineries, no precisely comparable wellhead price for crude oil is available. (The quality of shale

oil is such that it should command about the same price per barrel as crude oil, or perhaps a

slightly higher price.) Where transport costs of shale oil to refineries have been estimated, such as

to the Los Angeles market, it appears that profitable sales to refineries may be made at refinery

prices for crude oil.
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62 HENRY STEELE

and can be avoided entirely in the case of shale oil; hence (4) there would be an

improvement in the over-all efficiency of resource allocation in the energy market

if current new investment in the petroleum industry were to be shifted in part

from crude oil exploration to shale oil production.

Cost Comparisons: Crude Oil and Shale Oil, 1951-1962

Table 1 shows average estimated costs of producing crude oil and shale oil,

together with transportation costs to the refinery, for 1951 and 1962 (1960 for

crude oil). In 1960, the estimated average cost (net of by-product
"credits"

for

natural gas and natural gas liquids) for producing a barrel of crude oil and trans

porting it to a refinery was $4.41, while the average cost estimated for producing

and transporting a barrel of shale oil to the refinery was only $1.99. As of 1960

1962, the cost of shale oil appears to be only about 45.1 per cent as high per barrel

as the cost of crude oil.

Previous interest in the relative costs of crude oil and shale oil culminated in

1951. In that year, average crude oil costs have been estimated at about $2.27 per

barrel, while shale oil costs were estimated by the National Petroleum Council at

about $2.23 per barrel. Despite the apparent cost advantage of shale oil, none

was produced. Chief among many reasons for the reluctance to produce shale oil

was the uncertainty surrounding shale oil cost estimates, based then only on

experimental process evaluations and pilot-plant operations. But absence of pro

duction did not imply absence of serious interest. Public funds had financed most

shale oil research and development before 1951, but private funds were to provide

the great bulk of research and development thereafter.

To what extent is the change in the relative cost picture due to higher crude

oil costs, and to what extent have the costs of producing shale oil declined? The

available facts tend to indicate that the former factor is the more important. A

comparison of 1962 costs with 1951 costs as shown in Table 1 is most instructive

on this point. Crude oil costs had risen from $2.27 per barrel in 1951 to $4.41 per

barrel in 1960, an increase of 94.3 per cent, while shale oil production costs

declined from $1.82 to $1.46 per barrel, a decline of 20.0 per cent. Shale oil trans

portation costs had, however, increased by 30.0 per cent, reducing the decline in

total shale oil costs to 14.6 per cent. During this period, therefore, the ratio of

crude oil costs to shale oil costs increased from 101.8 per cent to 221.6 per cent, an

increase in relative costs of 117.7 per cent.

Cost Trends for Crude Oil. Table 2 gives estimates of finding costs per barrel

of crude oil found for the years 1935-1960 and for development, production, and

total costs per barrel for 1940-1960. These estimates were obtained by taking total

outlay costs estimated by G. D. Priestman4 for finding, development, and pro

duction for 1940-1960 (finding costs were estimated by H. J. Struth for 1935

*

Priestman, op. cit., p. 11. By direct correspondence with Priestman, Professor M. A. Adelman

obtained the basic cost data Priestman used in preparing this article, together with later cost figures

for 1957-60. I am indebted to Professor Adelman for placing these data at my disposal, and to

Mr. Priestman for permitting their use.
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1939), and dividing them by the appropriate estimates for the amount of crude

oil found, developed, and produced during those
years.5

Finding costs have been computed in three ways, to reflect three different

estimates of ultimate discoveries of crude oil made in a given year. These esti

mates are those of Struth, Priestman, and the National Petroleum Council study

of
1961. A certain degree of agreement prevails among these three estimates,

although as might be expected, there are some considerable discrepancies for

certain individual years.7 It should be pointed out that any differences among

columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 2 arise from dividing the same numerator (total

dollar finding costs) by differing denominators (estimates of ultimately recover

able reserves). Since Priestman's estimates of ultimately recoverable reserves

found in a given year are the largest of the three, his estimates of finding cost per

barrel are the lowest. Struth estimated lower discoveries than Priestman, and the

NPC-based estimates are the lowest of all. In view of the fact that the NPC

estimates were made on the basis of the most comprehensive data, the NPC-based

estimates seem to the author to be the best estimates of finding cost. There is,

however, in recent years a considerable difference among finding cost estimates.

In 1960, for example, Priestman's finding cost estimate was only 43.2 per cent as

great as the NPC-based estimate; for total costs per barrel, the lower is 71.5 per

cent of the higher.

Priestman's estimates of annual total development costs were divided by the

total of new discoveries, extensions, and revisions for the same year. This denomi

nator has to be used since all successful wells (including exploratory wells) were

included in development costs. Ideally, the cost of all exploratory wells should be

allocated among the total ultimate discoveries made by such wells, and the cost

of development wells should be allocated against relevant extensions and revisions.

'These cost data are in one respect unsatisfactory. Instead of including the costs of all explor

atory wells in finding costs, and all development wells in development costs, all dry holes (explor

atory and development) were included in finding costs and all productive well costs were included

in development costs. This blurs the distinction between ex ante finding and development costs,

but there is no way to adjust the data to correct this. See Hodges and Steele, op. cit., pp. 50-4.
6
Struth has compiled such estimates for about 20 years, but has never made public his sources

and methods; hence the reliability of his estimates is unknown. Priestman had access to the enor

mous volume of relevant data in the records of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey; even
though his estimates reflect the experience of only a single large firm, they can be regarded as

highly significant. The NPC study is the most elaborate, having access to substantially the entirety

of the industry's available records in one form or another; its estimates can probably be considered

the most authoritative of the three.

'
It should be noted that the reliability of such estimates increases with time, as cumulative

production and development experience serve to delineate the characteristics of reservoirs more

adequately. Hence, the earlier the year for which a current estimate of ultimate discoveries of

crude oil is now made, the more reliable the estimate is likely to be. For the most recent years,

the probable error of estimate is the greatest, particularly with regard to any individual year. Seven

or eight years must elapse in order to allow ultimate discoveries to be estimated with any real

accuracy. The NPC study did not make estimates for years later than 1954. In order to extend the

NPC series through 1960, the ratio of initial year new estimates to ultimate estimated discoveries

was computed for the years 1925 through 1950. This ratio was 3.91. For each year since 1951, the
NPC-based estimate was then obtained by multiplying initial year new discovery estimates by a

factor of four. This may result in substantial errors for individual years, but assuming that there

has been no trend toward making more conservative or less conservative initial estimates of new

discoveries, the estimates of average ultimate discoveries for the years 1952-60 should be reason

ably good.
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Priestman's estimates of annual total production costs were then routinely divided

by total production of crude oil during the same year.

Table 1 shows that increases in finding costs have been most pronounced,

followed by increases in production costs. Increases in development costs have

been somewhat more moderate. The total costs of finding, development, and

production (the
"quasi-replacement"

cost) have increased from $.765 per barrel

in 1940 to $4,147 per barrel in I960.8 The petroleum industry's share in oil dis

covered is, however, limited to the net working interest after royalties to land

owners and others have been paid. These royalties are not, properly speaking,

production costs, but are in the nature of rents, and average about 14.5 per cent of

all oil discovered and produced.0

Consequently, the cost per barrel of net working
interest increased from $.895 in 1940 to $4,850 in 1960, an increase of 441.9 per

cent. In constant 1958 dollars, costs were $2,086 in 1940 and $4,835 in 1960, an

increase of 131.8 per cent.

One may contend that this cost increase reflects the phenomenon of long-run

diminishing returns encountered in exploiting a fixed stock of natural resources by

increasingly intensive methods over a long period of time. The picture is com

plicated, however, by the institution of petroleum conservation regulation and by
the differential impact of diminishing returns on each of the cost categories. Let

us consider two facets of the problem: the technological basis for diminishing
returns to crude oil extraction including the differential impact of diminishing
returns on finding, development, and production costs; and the distorting effects of

petroleum conservation regulation on the cost structure.

Technological Basis for Diminishing Returns in

Crude Oil Extraction

Three factors combine to make crude oil extraction an industry of long-run

increasing costs: the time profile of production from a given well; the size distri

bution of oil reservoirs; and the past history and present imperfections of the

process of exploring for oil.

Production from a Given Well. The time profile of production from a given

well is such as to assure long-run increasing costs of production. In the earliest

months of production, the oil flows freely from the well, driven by water or gas

pressure in the reservoir. Care must be taken not to allow such natural expulsion

mechanisms to become prematurely dissipated; but even with a controlled rate of

flow, flowing wells may produce 80 or 90 per cent of their ultimate production

capacity in a very few years.

8

Industry sources sometimes use the total of current year finding, development, and produc

tion costs as an estimate of "replacement
costs."

This estimate is only a very rough one, since

costs are being aggregated for three different barrels: those currently discovered, those currently

developed, and those currently produced. Such an estimate can be regarded as no better than a

"quasi-replacement"

cost, and is only to be employed faute de micux, and as a heuristic device,
since reserves found in one year may be developed three to six or more years later, and production

may extend over 20 years or more. Nevertheless, the long-run trend of such a composite cost is

likely to be a useful approximation, although trends in each of the cost components taken sepa

rately are analytically more meaningful.

This estimate is frequently used by petroleum industry economists. See Struth, op. cit.,
p. B21.
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After two or three years, the natural expulsion mechanism tends to become

so weakened that the rate of flowing production drops off rapidly, and secondary

recovery techniques of gas or water injection must be undertaken to maintain

adequate oil flow. The installation and maintenance of such equipment occasions

extra costs. At a later date, the expulsion mechanism ceases to operate, and oil

can be obtained only by installing pumps and lifting the oil to the surface.

Such "stripper
well"

operations are higher cost undertakings with production

continually declining as oil reservoirs approach depletion, until finally marginal

costs exceed marginal revenues and the operation ceases. For the individual pool,

therefore, production costs will tend continually to increase, as primary flowing

production is succeeded by secondary recovery and finally by pumping. Average

production costs for the industry can decrease only as a result of technological

breakthroughs, or by an increase in the proportion of production coming from

newer and larger fields with flowing production.

Size Distribution of Oil Reservoirs. Historically, the most important oil fields

are and have been the very few giant fields; the vast majority of fields which

have been found are of only passing importance. Of the more than 30,000 fields

found so far in the United States, the largest 241 fields have produced about 57.4

per cent of all oil extracted, and these fields are estimated to contain about 53.5

per cent of existing
reserves.10 The distribution of oil pools is extremely skewed

toward a large number of very small fields, and is not normal but apparently log-

normal, with the logarithms of the size of pools distributed roughly
normally.11

The key variable in the exploratory phase of the oil industry is the number of

exploratory wells which discover extremely large fields. Such a discovery well

will have low per-barrel finding costs, and the field will subsequently have low

per-barrel development costs, since the larger the field, the greater will be the

ratio of lower cost development wells (no exploration overhead) to subsequent

outposts and other exploratory wells, and the fewer dry development wells there

will be. When a large field is found in one year, it reduces the subsequent costs

of developing oil for many succeeding years. It makes little difference that the

same number of oil fields is discovered from year to year; what is important is that

the proportion of very large fields among them does not decline.

The Discovery of New Fields. To keep finding and development costs reason

ably low, the rate of discovery of very large new fields must not decline. To pre

vent production costs from increasing, the ratio of production from large new fields

to production from secondary recovery and stripper wells must not decrease. Thus

seen, the problem is one of assuring the continuous discovery of a sufficient num

ber of very large fields. As crude oil consumption increases, the number of such

fields discovered each year must also increase. There are several reasons why this

is likely to be a difficult requirement for the petroleum industry to meet.

10
Oil and Gas Journal, January 29, 1962, p. 135.

"J. J. Arps, Economics of Petroleum Exploration, Development, and Property Evaluation

(New York, 1961), pp. 154-9.
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The oil-yielding provinces of the United States are in general well known.

They consist of several dozen sedimentary basins, large and small. The great

majority of them has been surveyed by extensive methods, and for many of them,

intensive surveys are almost as far along. If drilling within these basins took place

on a purely random basis, the largest fields would have the highest probability of

early discovery, but it is not as simple as that. Historically, a certain surveying

method is first developed, and the largest fields that can be detected by that

method are the first to be found, smaller fields following. When a new surveying

method is developed, the largest fields capable of discovery by the new method

will probably be among the first found, and then the smaller fields will be found.

There is therefore the phenomenon of diminishing returns to the increasingly
intensive application of a given technology of discovery. The greatest number of

large fields is therefore found during the first decade or so after the introduction

of an important innovation in exploration technology.

There seem to have been three distinct periods in the history of exploration

technology. The first is the period of surface geology, with a search for salt domes,
oil seeps, and other formations the underlying properties of which were evident

from surface indications. This period lasted from about 1900 to 1920, with a peak

of discovery in 1910-1911. The second period saw the employment of extensive

geophysical methods. The torsion balance and magnetometer were more costly

than surface geology methods, but still constituted large-area surveying tools.

These methods were used from 1920 to about 1935, with a peak of discovery in

1928. The third period saw concentration on intensive geophysical methods, par

ticularly reflection seismograph operations. These are the most costly methods,

but they have been used to find some of the largest fields. Beginning in the early

1930's, these methods achieved their peak of discovery in 1936-1938, and have

continued in use ever since, with steadily diminishing success. There has been a

movement in recent years toward better coordination of geological and geophysical

information, but there has been no basic innovation in exploration technology

since the early
1930's.12

There is evidence to show declines in both the number and percentage of very

large fields found, and in the average size of all fields found.13 The incidence of

the largest fields (50 million barrels or more) has fallen from an average of 2.8 per

cent of all fields found in 1938-1942 to 0.33 per cent in 1954-1955, a decline of

89 per cent. Furthermore, the entire spectrum of discoveries is shifting downward,

toward fewer large fields, more small fields, and smaller average size of fields dis

covered. All this means increasing real costs of exploration, development, and

production.

Impact of Conservation Regulation on Crude Oil Costs. Contemporary petro

leum conservation regulation by state commissions is notorious for encouraging

two types of economic wastes: the stimulation of overdrilling, partcularly of
devel-

11
W. A. VerWeibe, How Oil Is Found (Lansing, Michigan, 1951), p. 235. See also Hodges and

Steele, op. cit., pp. 90-6.
"
F. H. Lahee, et al., "Exploratory Drilling in 19 June issues of the Bulletin of the Amer

ican Association of Petroleum Geologists, 1944-62.
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opment wells; and the augmentation of the share in total production of high-cost

marginal (and submarginal) stripper wells at the expense of low-cost flowing
wells.14 Conservation laws disturb equilibrium by compelling the overexploitation

of intensive margins at the expense of extensive margins. By so doing, conservation

regulation practices influence not only the general level of finding, development,

and production costs, but also affect the time trends of such costs. Specific effects

on cost levels and trends cannot be analyzed until the general impact of conserva

tion on the crude oil cost structure has been discussed, under the headings of (1)

stimulus to overdrilling, and (2) preferential treatment of higher cost wells.

Overdrilling. Overdrilling, both of exploratory and development wells, was

even more of a problem prior to state conservation regulation, but the latter,

although continually improving, has not offered a complete solution. As is well

known, the old "rule of
capture"

stimulated excessive well drilling, particularly

through
"offset"

wells along the borders of adjacent properties. Not only does

overly dense drilling represent duplication of effort, but it also leads to reduced

ultimate economic recovery from a reservoir because of the premature dissipation

of natural expulsion mechanisms and the greater difficulty of implementing

secondary recovery programs. Overdrilling thus results in external technological

diseconomies which affect all operators in a given reservoir, although unequally;

secondary recovery methods may result in external technological economies

benefitting the various operators similarly unequally. The rule of capture accen

tuated external diseconomies and reduced the basis for agreements necessary to

obtain the benefit of possible external economies. As a result, flowing wells ceased

flowing sooner, pumping wells ceased pumping sooner, and more oil was left in

place in the reservoir.

Preferential Treatment of Higher Cost Wells. The burdens of the rule of

capture were mitigated, but not removed, by the state conservation regulation

which began in the 1930's. These laws were intended to prevent physical (and

later economic) waste, and to protect property rights. Physical waste was to be

eliminated by limiting the producing rate of a reservoir to the "maximum effi

cient
rate"

(MER) of production as based on technical data. "Economic
waste"

was to be eliminated by curtailing production to the point necessary to assure a

"reasonable"

price. The protection of property rights could be achieved by allo

cating production among wells to allow each property owner to recover only the

oil underlying his own tract.

Unfortunately, inexpedient means of enforcement were chosen. To avoid

physical waste and protect property rights, the operation of each oil reservoir as a

single unit would, under ideal conditions, be optimal. But the technological and

institutional obstacles to unitization are formidable. Unitization is unworkable

unless compulsory. But in order to avoid economic waste, market demand pro-

rationing was adopted in a number of the most important producing states, limit

ing allowable production per well per month in order to maintain prices. Since

"
Oil industry trade journals are replete with discussions. For the best treatment, see J. W.

McKie and S. L. McDonald, "Petroleum Conservation in Theory and
Practice,"

Journal of Political

Economy, February 1962, p. 115.
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small producers (typically operating marginal stripper wells) greatly outnumber

large producers and since state conservation comissioners are publicly elected

officials, market demand prorationing tends to favor marginal wells. Combining

compulsory unitization with market demand prorationing might worsen rather

than improve resource allocation.

The implications of market demand prorationing should be further pursued.

Since allowables are computed largely on a per-well basis, there is every incentive

to drill additional development wells in proven fields. Every additional successful

well, however, reduces proportionately the share of prorated wells in the monthly
production quota for the state. In Texas, where such overdrilling is most intense,

the number of allowable producing days per year has fallen from 366 days in 1948

to 97 in 1962. All wells do not share equally in production cutbacks, however.

Marginal wells are exempt from prorationing. The more efficient wells absorb the

entirety of such reductions. Hence market demand prorationing with per-well

allowables provides not only the incentive to drill too many wells, but also the

mechanism by which overdrilling is translated into a steadily declining share of the

supramarginal wells in total output.

Impact of Regulation on the Level and Trends of Crude Oil Costs

The impact on the level of finding costs is relatively indirect. In states where

production is severely limited, exploration is discouraged and finding effort is

shifted to other states. To the extent that the states with the strictest conservation

rules are also those with the most promising discovery prospects, this tends to

increase the cost of finding oil. Furthermore, for a given reservoir, finding costs

per barrel produced decline asymptotically with increasing production. If con

servation regulation stimulates excessive development drilling and reduces ulti

mate recovery, or acts to increase production costs, abandonment will be hastened

and finding costs per barrel produced will be higher. The impact on the upward

trend in finding costs is one of accentuation. Demand for domestic crude oil has

increased less rapidly than supply during the last 15 years. The relative decrease

in demand is occasioned by (1) a decline in the rate of increase of demand for

crude oil owing to competition from natural gas, and (2) the increasing avail

ability of lower cost foreign crude oil imports. State conservation commissions

reacted defensively to maintain prices by cutting allowable production, thus

"making
room"

for imports. During the 1950's, imports steadily increased and

allowables correspondingly decreased, further accentuating the shift of exploration

to less severely restricted but less rewarding areas.

The effects of conservation regulation on the level of development costs are

profound. Too many development wells are drilled. Ten times or more as many

as are needed may be drilled if a reservoir is overlain by many small tracts,

separately owned. Overdrilling may also reduce ultimate recovery, not only

because of an excessive number of wells, but also because lease operators are not

free to develop a non-unitized field in an optimal spacing pattern. Proper well

spacing depends upon reservoir characteristics; these cannot be adequately deter

mined in advance of a certain amount of field development. The spacing of initial
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wells is very important. Wide initial spacing is desirable, since a spacing pattern

may readily be made more dense but cannot be enlarged. The unwise drilling of

an excessive number of development wells in an inappropriate spacing pattern

can lower ultimate economic recovery (although perhaps not ultimate physical

recovery) and can therefore increase development costs per barrel greatly. The

impact of conservation practices on the trend of development costs is to accentu

ate what might otherwise be a relatively mild upward trend. With steadily

decreasing per-well allowables during the 1950's, operators were induced to drill

more wells, which in turn further decreased allowables, and to small operators

made further drilling seem all the more necessary. Larger operators were less

likely to ignore inevitable long-run effects, but most seem to have felt that dis

covery prospects were so poor elsewhere in the United States that funds invested

in additional development wells would still provide a greater return than in

exploration.

The effects of current conservation practices on the level of production costs

are also appreciable. Pumping and secondary-recovery measures may be under

taken earlier than would otherwise be necessary, or needed workovers may be

postponed in order to secure marginal well status and avoid
proration.15 The

exemption of marginal wells from proration discriminates against flowing pro

duction and increases production costs in direct proportion to the number of

shutdown days and the ratio of production from marginal wells to flowing produc

tion from nondiscovery wells. In addition, reducing allowable producing days

spreads the life of a well over a longer time period, increases per unit those over

head costs that vary only with time, and necessitates greater maintenance and

upkeep outlays for aging wells. Curtailing production in order to maintain price

levels has prevented the destruction of the capital values represented by deposits

of high-cost oil, but in lengthening and attenuating the future net revenue streams

to be realized from the production of supramarginal wells, it has increased effec

tive capital costs of exploration, development, and the holding of oil inventories,

and has reduced the capital value of such reservoirs. The effects of conservation

practices on the trend of production costs has been to impose an upward trend

on what might otherwise have been a more or less stationary (or perhaps even

slightly declining) trend. Steadily declining allowables in themselves raise pro

duction costs for the reasons explained above; in addition, the exemption from

proration granted marginal wells makes marginal-well status increasingly more

desirable, and a variety of expedients are employed to increase the number of

marginal wells.

The effects on exploration and production costs are no doubt substantial, but

not at present capable of measurement. There have been some estimates of the

"
The extent to which stripper wells may be favored over prolific flowing wells can readily be

illustrated. A flowing well producing only 25 barrels per day from a depth of 4000 feet can operate

31 days during a given month and produce 775 barrels. A flowing well producing 26 barrels per

day from the same depth may be allowed to produce only eight days, for a total of 208 barrels. For

wells in flush production, the contrast is much more glaring. A 4000-foot well may be capable of

producing 300,000 to 500,000 or more barrels per month at MER, and yet be limited to a yardstick

production (10-acre spacing) of 54 barrels per day for eight days, or 432 barrels per month.
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impact on development costs. J. W. McKie and S. L. McDonald have estimated

that perhaps 50 per cent of all development outlays are unnecessary and duplica

tive; in I960 this would have amounted to $1,173 billion or about 43 cents

per barrel of crude oil produced.10

TheMeaning of Crude Oil Cost Trends, 1935-1960

Let us examine the crude oil cost trends shown in Table 2, in the light of the

foregoing considerations. It is clear from the table that the greatest increases have

taken place in finding costs. Although the effects of long-run diminishing returns

are somewhat obscured by conservation practices, finding costs undoubtedly have

increased as a result of the increasingly intensive exploitation of a fixed stock of

discoverable reserves. The symptoms of diminishing returns appear in the form

of (1) increases in the ratio of dry holes to productive wells; (2) decreases in the

average size of reservoirs found; (3) increases in the average depth of well; and

(4) increases in the ratio of more costly offshore operations to onshore operations.

In constant 1958 dollars, finding costs in 1960 were 623.7 per cent higher than

in 1940. For two individual years comparisons may be unrepresentative, but for

the period 1958-1960 finding costs in constant 1958 dollars were still 333.6 per

cent higher than in the period 1940-1942. Increases in development costs have

been more moderate, with constant 1958 dollar costs increasing by 44.9 per cent

from 1940-1942 to 1958-1960. Increases in production costs have been somewhat

greater, constant 1958 dollar costs increasing by 61.3 per cent during the same

period.

The average price of crude oil was $2.88 per barrel in 1960. The quasi-

replacement cost of such a barrel was $4.85 in that year. This does not mean that

firms may expect a loss of $1.97 per barrel of crude oil if prices remain constant

in the long run. Apart from the lack of identity among barrels found, developed,
and produced, the exploration, development, and production activities also

include the exploitation of very considerable quantities of natural gas liquids and

natural gas. Oil and gas are joint products, discovered in fixed proportions, and

no allocation of costs between them can be made on other than an arbitrary basis.

In the past it has been customary to compute costs per barrel of crude oil discov

ered, and ignore natural gas. More recently, costs have been allocated on the basis

of relative sales prices or relative BTU content, neither method being economi

cally satisfactory. If a by-product
"credit"

is taken, relative to current crude oil

production, for all revenues from natural gas and natural gas liquids, the costs of

producing crude oil may be arbitrarily considered to be lowered by about 70 cents

per barrel. Some allowance should be made for natural gas liquids and natural

gas revenues when using the total cost data in Table 2 as a means of estimating

oil industry profitability in relation to crude oil prices; what is most important for

present purposes is not the absolute magnitude of costs per barrel, but its approxi

mate level in relation to estimated shale oil prices, and the increasing trend in

such costs since 1940. Barring new developments in exploration technology, total

"McKie and McDonald, op. cit., p. 116.
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costs are likely to continue to increase in the future. But total oil industry profits

will not suddenly disappear. Most oil produced comes from fields discovered

from 5 to 50 years ago. Profits currently appearing on the books of oil companies

stem largely from the production and sale of oil found many years ago at much

lower costs.

TABLE 3

Cost Summary for Production of Crude Shale Oil, 1962

(25,000-Barrel-Per-Day Integrated Operation)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Transportation

Shale to Four-Corners

Mining* Preparation Retorting' Visbreaking area Total

Capital costs: (thousand dollars)

Direct production facilities ... . $9,010 $2,756 $9,801 $4,045 $15,525 $41,137

Allocated
overheadd

2,756 954 2,940 1,742 1,380 9,772

Start-up
expenses'

845 70 198 89 230 1,436

Working capital
requirement'

. . 2,798 269 807 353 707 4,934

Total $15,409 $ 4,053 $13,746 $ 6,229 $17,842 $57,279

Operating costs: (dollars)

Costs per calendar day
Depreciation"

$2,954 $ 518 $1,756 $ 794 $2,326 $8,348

Operating costs
22,126s 1,871 5,476* 2,439 3,967 35,879

Total $25,080 $ 2,389 $ 7,232 $ 3,233 $ 6,293 $44,227

Less by-product
"credits""

.... 579 145 497 228 621 2,070

Total $24,501 $ 2,244 $ 6,735 $ 3,005 $ 5,672 $42,157

Costs per barrel of shale oil (cents)
Depreciation"

11.8* 2.1* 7.0* 3.2* 9.3* 33.4*

Operating costs 88.5 7.5 21.9 9.7 15.8 143.4

Total 100.3* 9.6* 28.9* 12.9* 25.1* 176.8*

Less by-product
"credits'"

... 2.3 .6 2.0 .9 2.4 8.2

Total 98.0* 9.0* 26.9* 12.0* 22.7* 168.6*

For by-product retort gas sold locally. Process credits allocated arbitrarily on basis of relative capital investments.

b 30-gallon-per-ton oil shale, mined by room-and-pillar method from sites on cliff fncr.

c Retorted by Bureau of Mines gas combustion method, as modified by Cameron and Jones, with twelve cylindrical

retorts, 36 feet in diameter, operating at a rate of 300 pounds per hour per square foot of cross sectional area of

these retorts.

* Overhead allocated among processes on various bases to reflect the extent to which such processes benefitted from

common facilities.

* Start-up expenses include interest on capital during construction period, costs of personnel training, and costs of

initially retarded operating rate.

' Includes inventories of work in process and of maintenance and operating supplies, funds for contingencies and

reserves for fluctuations, and average accounts-receivable balances.

* Mining operations charged for retort gas
"sold"

to the mine by the retort; retorting operations credited with the

gas
"revenue"

as a reduction in operating costs.

b Mining depreciation includes depletion on land, installations, excavation, and start-up expense. Straight-line depre

ciation taken on the basis of a 15-year life for mining and shale preparaton and 20 years for other facilities.

Source: Engineering estimates especially prepared by the author with the assistance of the engineering firm of

Cameron and Jones of Denver, Colorado.
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Current Siialf. Oil Production Costs

The deposits of shale oil in the United States occur in the Green River forma

tion of western Colorado, eastern Utah, and southwestern Wyoming, the great

majority of the economically available supply being in Colorado. The magnitude

of shale oil reserves is immense. Well over one trillion barrels of potential

reserves are contained in formations capable of eventual commercial exploitation;

530 billion barrels are in beds 15 or more feet thick, with an average shale oil

content of 25 or more gallons per ton, readily exploitable by current methods.

This is about 15 times as great as the 35.8 billion barrels of crude oil reserves as

of the end of
1961.17 These oil shales represent probably the most concentrated

volume of potential energy to be found anywhere on earth.

The technology of shale oil production is quite straightforward. The oil shale

must first be mined, then crushed and conveyed to retorting plants, where the

ore undergoes destructive distillation, leaving great volumes of solid waste ash

from which the crude shale oil has been extracted. The crude shale oil leaving

the retort has a high pour point; to ensure pipeline transportation in a fluid state,

some viscosity-breaking operation must be performed.18 The crude shale oil can

then be transported to the refinery and refined by more or less conventional

processes to yield high-grade gasoline and other refined petroleum products.

Table 3 shows estimates of capital and operating costs for a 25,000-barrel-per-

day shale oil operation. These cost estimates were computed by the author with

the aid of the engineering firm of Cameron and Jones, a leading firm in shale oil

research and
development.19 The plant in question would mine 41,000 tons of

30-gallon-per-ton oil shale per day, retort 39,000 tons of oil shale, and produce

25,000 barrels per day of crude shale oil, which would be pipelined from Garfield

County, Colorado, to an existing pipeline terminal in the Four-Corners area near

Aneth, Utah. Excess retort gas would be the only commercially important by

product, and could be sold in the local market. Total costs per barrel would be

$1,768 in 1962 dollars; by-product
"credits"

would reduce the net cost to $1,686

per barrel. This cost compares very favorably with the $4,835 per barrel ($4,135

"
U.S. Senate, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., Report of the National Fuels and Energy Study Group

(Washington: U.S.G.P.O., 1962), p. 84.
18
It is claimed by the Oil Shale Corporation that crude shale oil retorted by the Aspegren

process has a sufficiently low pour point that no further processing is required. P. R. Cornell, An

Appraisal of Current Prospects for a United States Shale Oil Industry (Los Angeles, 1959), p. 30.
"
Such cost estimates cannot, of course, be perfectly accurate, but these have been prepared

with great care and nre regarded by the author as relatively conservative. Space limitations prevent

detailed descriptions of process cost components. The author is aware of several shale oil cost

estimates which are lower than these. In 1958, the Oil Shale Corporation estimated costs of from

$1.43 to $1.66 per barrel for shale oil delivered to Los Angeles (Cornell, op. cit., p. 29). Although

no longer publishing cost data, this firm asserts its costs are lower today. Two petroleum com

panies making shale oil studies have also indicated to the author that their cost estimates are lower

than his.
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allowing for by-product "credits") of working interest for crude oil in I960.20

Furthermore, the costs of crude oil can be expected to continue to rise, while the

costs of producing oil from shale are likely to decline. Costs will fall to the extent

that technological advance is stimulated by actual commercial exploitation. Costs

may eventually increase, however, as cliff-face mining is succeeded by strip and

underground mining, and as ash disposal problems mount. It should be noted that

the cost of finding shale oil is zero, while finding costs for crude oil constitute the

largest cost element and have been increasing more rapidly than other elements

of cost. In 1960, finding costs for crude oil were greater than total production

costs for- shale oil in 1962.

Current prices for crude oil of comparable quality with Colorado shale oil are

about $2.90 per barrel in California. If a pipeline transportation cost 30 cents per

barrel from Aneth to Los Angeles is
assumed,21

this should be sufficient to allow

a return of about 14.7 per cent after taxes on average invested capital, assuming

no percentage depletion allowance.

An Economic Evaluation of Crude Oil and Shale Oil as

Alternative Energy Sources

It is difficult to make a proper economic evaluation of the future potentialities

of crude oil and shale oil as alternative sources of supply in fuels markets. Quali

tatively, a plausible case may be made for shale oil by comparing certain present

disadvantages of crude oil with corresponding apparent advantages for shale oil.

Such an argument must be qualified and enlarged upon by a consideration of the

differential implications of average and marginal costs in crude oil and shale oil,

and the competitive implications of relative costs in the event of certain possible

future market developments.

Disadvantages of Crude Oil. The known proved reserves of crude oil are

apparently adequate at about 36 billion barrels (about twelve
years'

production

at the current level), but amount to only about 6 per cent of known shale oil

reserves capable of exploitation by present methods. The cost of finding new

crude oil reserves is increasing exponentially, with 1960 finding costs apparently

being in excess of the total costs of extracting shale oil. The cost of developing

new crude oil reserves has been increasing more moderately, but the level of such

costs is perhaps twice as high as need be because of the overdrilling encouraged by
conservation regulation. The cost of producing crude oil has also been increas

ing significantly; such costs now lie only about 30 cents below the total costs of

extracting shale oil.

M
The comparison of shale oil costs with crude oil costs per barrel of working interest is rele

vant at the present time, since oil shale deposits are owned outright by potential producers, but

crude oil deposits are owned by landholders and are produced subject to an average royalty of

14.5 per cent of gross sales revenue. Since such royalties contain elements of pure economic rent,

a reduction in the value of crude oil discoveries might in the long run be reflected in lower royalty
payments. Royalties might conceivably be reduced to the point where they were merely equivalent

to the value of alternative land uses foregone, and the more relevant comparison would then be

with total costs per gross barrel found.

21

Cornell, op. cit., p. 29.
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In a broader sense, there are also certain social costs incident to the present

structure of the crude oil industry. Conservation regulation not only acts to

increase costs by fostering overdrilling and favoring submarginal production, but

also functions to restrict price competition at the level of wellhead prices for crude

oil. In Texas in particular, the authorities act more or less passively to maintain

the current
price.22

Furthermore, percentage depletion for oil and gas production

has long been subject to political attack, and although it can readily be defended

upon grounds of national security, and quite logically analyzed as a means of

maintaining tax neutrality for an unusually capital-intensive industry with very

high risks in the exploration
phase,2'' its mere presence in the tax system has long

contributed to the social cost of political unrest.

Advantages of Shale Oil. Known reserves of shale are enormous 530 bil

lion barrels of shale oil being capable of eventual commercial exploitation from

known oil shales on the basis of known methods. Finding costs are zero, as com

pared with estimated finding costs of over $2.00 per barrel in 1960 for crude oil.

There is no ready division between development and production costs, but the

risks present even in the development phase of crude oil extraction are completely

absent in the analogous phase (however defined) of shale oil extraction. Total

extraction costs per barrel of shale oil are apparently far below those for crude oil,

and while the trend for crude oil has been sharply upward in the past 20 or more

years, it is to be expected that shale oil cost trends will be downward, as actual

production from commercial-scale plants leads to successive cost-cutting

innovations.

The social costs of a shale oil industry relate to waste disposal rather than to

conservation. There is no likelihood that shale oil extraction will be subjected to

the burdens of conservation regulation. The ore can be mined in an extremely

efficient manner by large-scale mechanized methods without any waste. No rule

of capture can apply; property lines can be defined with precision. There are no

significant external economies or diseconomies. The vast majority of the oil shale

is held by a small number of oil companies or speculative consortia; there are no

important small-tract holdings, and no problems or small-tract operation because

small-tract operation is uneconomic. Small holdings can readily be sold, since

valuation of subsurface shale deposits is quite feasible. The operation of shale

mines on adjoining tracts does not confiscate the property of any tract owner,

small or otherwise. There can be no regulatory favoring of the intensive margin

at the expense of extensive margins, and any attempt to use conservation machin

ery to limit output would constitute a transparent exercise in price fixing.

A further advantage of shale oil is the absence of effective percentage deple

tion for oil shale. At present, oil shale is entitled to 15 per cent depletion but

since the rate has been interpreted to apply only to the market value of the mined

23
These remarks should not be construed to imply that petroleum conservation regulation has

not served to avoid physical waste of petroleum and protect correlative rights in production. Its

role in restricting output to maintain crude oil prices has however been frequently criticized. See

E. V. Rostow, A National Policy for the Oil Industry (New Haven, 1948), Part II.
a

McDonald, "Percentage Depletion and the Allocation of Resources: The Case of Oil and
Gas,"

National Tax Journal, December 1961, pp. 204-17.
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shale, and not to that of the retorted shale oil, the effective percentage-depletion

rate might be reduced to a minimum of :ero and a maximum of about 5 per cent,

an average amount perhaps exceeded by cost depletion on properties recently

purchased. Shale oil needs no percentage-depletion allowance to compete effec

tively with crude oil, and the defenses available to justify percentage depletion

for crude oil are not applicable to shale oil. There is no exploration risk and no

reason to suppose that the cost of properties does not reflect their true capital

values. National security arguments will have less force in view of the existing

excess crude-oil-producing capacity of over 3.65 million barrels per day (about

34.5 per cent of total productive capacity) built up by percentage depletion and

conservation regulation by
I960.24 The transfer of energy-industry investment

from crude oil to shale oil will lessen the volume of any relative overinvestment

in crude oil occasioned by percentage depletion.

Disadvantages of Shale Oil. A potentially serious social cost of shale oil is the

ash disposal problem. An industry of any size will create thousands of tons of dry
shale ash daily, with an accompanying grave potential for air pollution. Regula

tion may be necessary to ensure that oil shale firms bear the full cost of proper

ash disposal rather than forcing the surrounding region to assume this burden as

a social cost. Shale oil also has additional disadvantages. Its raw materials deposits

are concentrated in an area remote from markets, with high transport costs. In

addition, limitations of available water supplies will probably place an upper

limit on the size of a shale oil industry (for reasons of probable population growth,

not process-water requirements), but such a limit may be in excess of half of the

current level of crude oil consumption.25

Average versus Marginal Costs. The costs presented in Tables 2 and 3 have

been in the nature of average unit costs, but a comparison of marginal costs is

needed in order to do justice to any assessment of the relative competitive positions

of crude oil and shale oil. Estimates of average unit costs, however, are subject to

wide margins of error, and this is a fortiori true for estimates of marginal costs.

In the case of shale oil, we are fortunate in being able to contemplate an indus

try not yet in existence, in which case the long-run cost curves are appropriately

to be regarded in their true nature of "planning
period"

relationships. If the costs

given in Table 3 accurately portray the point on a shale oil firm's long-run cost

curve where output equals 25,000 barrels per day, if this is the minimum point on

the firm's long-run average total unit cost curve, and if the competitive rate of

return on an (initially risky) investment of this kind is about 15 per cent, then

long-run marginal costs will be equal to long-run average unit costs, at about $1.46

for production, plus $.53 for transportation to Los Angeles, or $1.99 per barrel.

(The addition of
"normal"

profit would increase this long-run marginal cost to

the Los Angeles price of $2.90.) Long-run marginal costs are unlikely to be equal to

u
National Petroleum Council, op. cit., p. 62.

M
The Ford, Bacon, and Davis study for the Corps of Engineers concluded that enough water

was available to supply an industry with a capacity as great as 6,960,000 barrels per day. The

Synthetic Liquid Fuel Potential of Colorado, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 228.
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$1.99, however, because there arc great economies of scale in pipeline transporta

tion and considerable economies of scale in shale oil retorting; hence it is not

reasonable to assert that the minimum point of the long-run cost curve is reached

at as low an output as 25,000 barrels per day, and long-run cost curves are likely
to shift downward as production experience accumulates. A long-run marginal

cost estimate of $1.99 can serve only as a first approximation, and as a probable

upper limit of future shale oil marginal costs.

In the case of crude oil, the average extraction cost for a barrel of oil is the sum

of the average finding cost, the average development cost, and the average produc

tion cost for that specific barrel. Only the average production cost is capable of

satisfactory ascertainment. But with uncertainty, long gestation periods, and the

great diversity in reservoirs, there is little relationship between average and mar

ginal costs. For many producing properties, marginal costs may lie below average

total unit costs for years upon end, and losses can be minimized by continuing

production to the point where marginal production cost equals price.

It is not clear how the total marginal cost for finding, development, and pro

duction can be defined, either in theory or in practice. Given the uncertainty

attendant to exploration, the marginal cost of finding oil can never be known in

advance. But ex post marginal finding cost is economically meaningless; finding

outlays are
"sunk"

costs, and the only relevant ex post finding cost is average

finding cost per barrel. Less risk is present in development, but the ex ante mar

ginal cost of developing a barrel of oil is still inherently indeterminate. Only

marginal production costs are readily ascertainable, and these may bear little
rela-

ion to average total unit costs. It may, for example, cost one million dollars to find

an oil reservoir worth half a million dollars. If costs of development and production

(including opportunity cost) are less than half a million dollars, it will neverthe

less be worthwhile to exploit the deposit. In the short run, the marginal cost in

a developed oil field is the marginal production cost, which (except for truly

marginal wells) is considerably below the price. A barrel of crude oil with a

total cost of $5.00 will still be produced and sold if the marginal (production)

cost of its extraction is less than the price.

The primary impact of current price levels should be on current exploration.

The full impact of increasing costs in the face of stable to slightly declining prices

will only be felt in the very long run because of the long gestation period between

exploration and initial production, and the long economic life of oil fields under

conservation. It has been estimated on the basis of private studies that the average

barrel of oil produced was found 12 or more years ago.

Competitive Implications of Relative Cost Structures

The commercial production of shale oil will not begin tomorrow nor even

next year. If supply considerations alone were to prevail, it might be postponed

for years. The enormous productive capacity of Middle Eastern wells has created

a world-wide oversupply of crude oil at existing prices. Domestic crude oil over

capacity is about one-third. Short-run marginal production costs for existing crude
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oil reserves are only about $1.18, while production costs for oil shale are about

$1.46. Initial costs of shale oil development are very great. And those firms which

are best able to develop shale oil are also deeply committed to crude oil and

might wish to retard the development of shale oil.

Yet the above considerations do not constitute prohibitive obstacles. Cheap
foreign oil was countered by import controls; in the author's view, such controls

will be with us for a long time. There is a great difference between long-run and

short-run marginal costs in crude oil; petroleum producers do not make investment

decisions solely on the basis of short-run marginal production costs, and existing

reservoirs are continually being depleted. Without new investment, crude oil

oversupply will in time eliminate itself. Costs of petroleum exploration and devel

opment seem on the average much higher than expected costs of shale oil exploi

tation. And the position of the crude oil industry toward shale oil is both

ambivalent and diverse. Not all firms have identical interests. Shale oil develop
ment may reduce the value of crude oil reserves in the ground, but it will not

make obsolete an integrated firm's investment in refining, transporting, and

marketing. It is precisely those firms with more investment in refining and mar

keting, and less in crude oil reserves, which are most interested in developing shale

oil. But the nature of competitive rivalry in the oil industry is such as to compel

all firms to undertake any promising program initiated by a major competitor.

No better example could be found than the offshore oil lease activity in Louisiana

in early 1962. Louisiana announced that it would lease large blocks of offshore

land at a time when domestic producing capacity was greatly in excess of current

demand, and offshore exploration costs were high and increasing. The time could

scarcely have been more inopportune. But each firm was aware that its rivals

intended to bid, and none could afford to be excluded from this promising area.

Although the firms individually would have preferred to postpone such leasing
for an indefinite time, the total bids received amounted to hundreds of millions

of dollars. It seems logical to the author to conclude that if the development of a

shale oil industry in the foreseeable future means disequilibrium in the fuels

market, then the future outlook is not for the suppression of shale oil, but for

disequilibrium.

The eventual shift of resources from crude oil to shale oil is likely to be gradual

at the beginning. From one to a few relatively small retorting plants (from 10,000

to 25,000 barrels per day) would serve as commercial-scale prototype plants, and

as cost-cutting innovations are developed, more plants may follow. Unless govern

ment subsidies are granted, or unless highly dramatic cost reductions occur in the

first few years, there will probably be no construction of gigantic facility units

(such as the 250,000-barrel-per-day operation contemplated in the 1951 NPC

study) for several years or more. This means that the impact on the crude oil

market will be a rather gradual one. Assuming that the ratio of imports to domes

tic consumption remains constant at present levels, shale oil production is likely

to be absorbed in the Pacific Coast market (where demand is rapidly increasing

and domestic production has been steadily declining for years) for several years,
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without exerting any real downward pressure on prices. At a price of about $2.90

per barrel, shale oil production and transportation to Pacific Coast markets would

be reasonably profitable. Crude oil can also be produced and transported to

markets at such prices, since marginal production costs are low, but finding and

developing new reserves may (or may have) become unprofitable at a price of

$2.90.

As shale oil production increases and shale oil costs fall, a downward pressure

on regional prices will eventually develop. It must be realized that the impact

of shale oil on crude oil is the impact of additional and apparently lower cost

supply on an industry protected by import quotas, but already in disequilibrium

because of excess supply (prices maintained above purely competitive level, with

the excess of supply over demand at the going price shut-in by conversation regu

lation. This increment to supply will be outside the conservation regulation

framework. How will the crude oil market adjust to accommodate it? Much

depends upon the policies adopted by state conservation commissions. Shale oil

will be at a cost advantage relative to new discoveries of crude oil, but old fields

can be produced at only marginal production cost. Crude oil producers will try to

meet the competitive challenge of shale oil as they see it. If the potential market

encroachments of shale oil are taken seriously at an early stage, the possibility

exists that crude oil costs could be reduced by modifying conservation practices.

At best, average costs per barrel might fall by 50 cents or more in the most pro

lific fields; the reduction in marginal production cost for the industry as a whole

would no doubt be somewhat less. Such a development would retard the expan

sion of a shale oil industry for an indefinite length of time, depending upon the

extent of the cost reductions already achieved in shale oil production and the

cost savings realized through conservation reform.

It seems rather more likely, however, that the initial reaction of state conserva

tion commissions will be the customary defensive one of seeking to maintai'n

prices by still further curtailment of output, protecting the interests of the nu

merous marginal producers by further reducing allowables for supramarginal wells.

By cutting allowables, they would "make
room"

for shale oil just as they have

"made
room"

in the past for imported oil. But for political reasons, imports came

to be limited, first voluntarily and then mandatorily. There is less reason to

believe that similar political pressure can be exerted against shale oil production.

The argument that the domestic crude oil industry should be protected from

foreign competition in the interests of national security can scarcely be advanced

against the competition of domestic shale oil. Ultimately the self-defeating

nature of the
"make-room"

solution must become evident; a delayed conservation

reform would be effected, but by then shale oil would be in a stronger relative

competitive position. The question then becomes: what sort of belated reforms

may be forced upon conservation regulation?

Defensive conservation strategy dictates reduction in allowable production.

True conservation reform results in reduction in costs. But reduction in allow

ables and reduction in costs are not mutually exclusive alternatives. Unless
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increases in the demand for liquid fuels at current price levels exceed the growth

of shale oil production capacity, there will be a need to cut both crude oil costs

and crude oil production. Efficient conservation reform can accomplish both, but

is for political reasons formidably difficult to carry out. To the extent that costs

are reduced, there is room for prices to fall and output to expand, so that the need

for reduction in allowables is decreased. This effect, however, will probably be

relatively small, in view of the marked price inelasticity of demand for gasoline,

which is manifest in the short run and also apparent in the long run.

From the point of view of conservation commissioners, it will be necessary to

cut allowable production and to cut it in the short run; it will be highly desirable

to cut costs, but it will be impossible to cut them in the short run and politically

difficult to cut them in the long run. If costs can be cut in the long run, or if long-

run shale oil costs increase, this will increase the ability of crude oil to compete

with shale oil. If costs cannot be cut, and if shale oil costs do not increase, allow

ables will have to be cut more drastically, economic and political repercussions

will increase, and the state conservation system might conceivably break down

entirely. It is perhaps more likely that as the economics of crude oil production

deteriorate, more radical reforms in conservation commission regulation will seem

less unpalatable. Early steps toward reform would include the acceleration of

current trends toward wider spacing of wells, acreage-based allowables, and the

elimination of small-tract drilling. Complete reform would necessitate heroic

efforts toward efficient compulsory unitization of properties, which would cut

average and marginal costs of production relatively more in relatively more pro

ductive reservoirs. The resulting reallocation of allowables would favor more

efficient wells and would eliminate submarginal wells, thus increasing the ability

of crude oil to compete with shale oil by reducing marginal production costs. If

conservation commissions thus retain control over production and achieve maxi

mum possible reductions in the costs of conservation, crude oil will be likely to

get a larger share of the total market (although not necessarily a more profitable

one) by the expedient of cutting prices and increasing output. But initial price

cuts would very likely be made tentatively and with reluctance, and would thus

probably not be sufficiently large to reduce supply to equilibrium with demand.

Consequently, a part of the formerly existing excess crude-oil-producing capacity

would cease to be shut in and would be produced, another part would be elimi

nated by the curtailment in supply brought about by the price reduction, and the

balance of the former excess capacity would remain shut-in until increasing eco

nomic pressure might dictate a further reduction in price. Given the diverse

interests of different oil firms, it is conceivable that both shale oil and crude oil

might operate at losses for extended periods, minimizing losses by producing at the

point where price equals marginal cost.

In such a case, crude oil might have a short-run advantage, but the longer

term advantage would be on the side of shale oil. Marginal production costs of

crude oil from the best existing fields would initially lie below marginal costs of

producing shale oil, but would not continue to do so. Marginal shale oil costs
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would remain constant over time at constant rates of mining, but marginal crude

oil costs would continually increase as reservoirs were exhausted. No further

exploration and development would be profitable at the low price; hence ex

hausted reseryoirs would not be replaced. Equilibrium would eventually be

reached when all excess capacity at the current price had been eliminated, and

in addition further capacity had been eliminated to the point where supply and

demand were in balance at that higher price which would constitute long-run

equilibrium.

One might be tempted to say that this higher price would be equal to the

long-run competitive supply price for shale oil production, were it not for the

circumstances that (1) limitations of water supply in the shale area make it

unlikely that shale oil production could expand beyond about 7 million barrels

per day capacity, an amount inadequate to supply total current national demand

at current prices; (2) it is idle to expect that, when stable equilibrium is finally

achieved, a purely competitive price will be established for shale oil, the probable

industry structure being oligopolistic; (3) shale production will be located far

from eastern markets, and transportation costs are significant. It is more reason

able to assume that an oligopoly price for shale oil delivered to any market will

put a ceiling on the prices which can be charged for crude oil in any given local

market. For the very long run, one must not overlook the further circumstance

that other fuel sources, such as tar sands, may prove more economical than shale

oil. Furthermore, it will bear repeating that the entirety of the foregoing analysis

rests upon the assumption of import limitation. With unrestricted imports, the

scale of operation of even a highly efficient shale oil industry might be consider

ably reduced.

One final question may be raised. If current shale oil costs are so much lower

than crude oil costs, and have perhaps been somewhat lower since about 1951,

why has no shale oil industry yet appeared on the scene? Two suggestions may be

offered. The major crude oil firms own the majority of the oil shale lands, and

hence have interests in both shale oil and crude oil markets. The ready avail

ability of percentage depletion, at 27.5 per cent of gross revenue for crude oil, may

long have outweighed the somewhat uncertain prospects of obtaining only 15 per

cent depletion on oil shale. Secondly, oil firms with large investments in crude

petroleum properties and facilities might place a different evaluation on the

relative risks posed by the uncertainties of import policies and long-run cost

trends and the possible gains from improved conservation practice than would

an investor interested solely in exploiting oil shale holdings. Had substantial oil

shale deposits of the highest quality been held by firms outside the crude petro

leum industry, development and production of shale oil would perhaps Have

occurred during the last decade.

Conclusions

The costs of finding, developing, and producing crude oil have increased by

over 100 per cent in constant dollars since 1940, with finding costs increasing by

over 500 per cent. The quasi-replacement cost of producing a barrel of crude oil
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in 1960 was $4.15, with finding costs accounting for $2.08 of the total. By con

trast, finding costs for shale oil are zero, and total production costs are only $1.46

per barrel. For crude oil, the wastes of conservation regulation have been esti

mated at over a billion dollars a year. For political reasons, it seems unlikely at

this time that such wastes can be materially reduced, except by a transfer of

resources out of the industry. The economics of shale oil extraction are such that

similar wastes of conservation seem unlikely to develop. The efficiency of resource

allocation in the energy market can clearly be increased by the exploitation of

domestic oil shale resources. Not only will resources be diverted from crude oil

development and exploration, but the eventual competition of shale oil with

crude oil may provide the necessary impetus for conservation regulation reform,

and thusmay serve to lower the costs of crude oil.
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UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

LEASE OF NATIVE ASPHALT, SOLID AND SEMISOLID

BITUMEN AND BITUMINOUS ROCK

This lease entered Into on day of , 196 , by and between

the United States of America, through the Bureau of Land Management, hereinafter

called the lessor, and

hereinafter called the lessee, under, pursuant and subject to the terms and pro

visions of the act of February 25, 1920, as amended, (30 U.S.C. Sec. 241), hereinafter

referred to as the act, and to all regulations of the Secretary of the Interior now

or hereafter in force when not inconsistent with any express and specific provisions

herein, which are made a part hereof,

WITNESSETH:

I' Purposes .
-

-That the lessor in consideration of the rents and royalties to

be paid, and the covenants to be observed as hereinafter set forth, does hereby
grant and lease to the lessee the right and privilege to mine and dispose of all

the native asphalt, solid and semisolid bitumen and bituminous rock (including oil

impregnated rock or sands from which oil is recoverable only by special treatment

after the deposit is mined or quarried) from the following described lands:

together with the right to construct thereon all such works as may be necessary

and incidental for the extraction, processing, or reduction for a period of ten

(10) years and so long thereafter as the lessee complies with the terms and con

ditions of the lease.

2. Rights reserved. --The lessor expressly reserves the right to grant upon

such terms as the Secretary may determine to be Just, such easements or rights of

way, including easements in tunnels, upon, through, or in the lands leased, as may

be necessary to the working thereof, or of other lands containing coal, oil, oil

shale, phosphate, gas, sodium, native asphalt, solid and semisolid bitumen and

bituminous rock (including oil impregnated rock or sands from which oil is recover

able only by special treatment after the deposit is mined or quarried), and the

treatment and shipment of any of the products of such lands by, or under the authority

of the United States, its lessees or permittees, and for other public purposes.

3. The lessee, in consideration of the lease of the rights and privileges

aforesaid, hereby covenants and agrees as follows:

(a) Bond. --To furnish and maintain a corporate surety bond in the sum

of $ , or any increase thereof required by the authorized officer, conditioned

upon compliance with all of the terms of the lease and to provide such other bond in

the event of operations on the lease as may be required.

(b) Annual rentals. --To pay as an annual rental, for each acre or part

thereof covered by this lease, the sum of fifty cents per acre for each year of

the lease, each such annual payment of rental to be paid in advance on or before

the anniversary of the date hereof. Such rental payment shall be credited to the

first royalties becoming due during the rentsl year for which the rental is paid.
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(c) Royalty. --To pay royalties in amount or value of production removed

or sold from the leased lands in manner set forth as follows:

(d) Reports. --To keep accurate account of the amount and value of the

production under the lease and to make reports, in accordance with the Operating
Regulations, 30 CFR, 231, of the amount and value of the production, the amount

Invested in the property, the cost of operation, contracts in force as to the dis
posal of proceeds, and depreciation of the property used in working the leased

land; the books, records, property leased, and reduction or processing works to

be subject to inspection at any time by an accredited agent of the lessor.

(e) Sublease. --Not to assign this lease or any interest therein, nor

sublet any portion of the leased premises, or any of the rights and privileges

herein granted without the written consent of the lessor being first had and

obtained. Not to create, by assignment or otherwise, an overriding royalty interest

in excess of 50 per cent of the rate of royalty first payable to the United States
under this lease or an overriding royalty interest which when added to any other

outstanding overriding royalty Interest exceeds that percentage, excepting, that

where an interest in the leasehold or in an operating agreement is assigned, the

assignor may retain an overriding royalty Interest In excess of the above limitation

if he shows to the satisfaction of the Bureau of Land Management, that he has made

substantial Investments for improvements on the land covered by the assignment.

(f) Diligence. --To proceed diligently to develop and mine the minerals

subject to this lease upon the leased lands, and extract therefrom the subject

minerals and other valuable contents by the most approved methods, and in such a

manner as to utilize ail of such mineral as can be successfully mined, leaving no

available mineral abandoned where the mining is being conducted.

(g) Regulations. --To comply with all regulations relative to (1) the

safety and welfare of the workmen; (2) the prevention of undue waste; and (3)
the exercise of reasonable diligence, skill, and care in the conduct of mining

operations, as set out in 30 CFR, Part 231, which are made a part hereof as fully as

if incorporated in this lease.

(h) Interest in leases. --To observe faithfully the provisions of section

twenty-seven of the act, defining the interest or interests that may be taken,

held, or exercised under leases authorized by the act.

4. Prevention of monopoly. --The lessor reserves full power and authority
to carry out by order, and to enforce all the provisions of section thirty of the

act, to Insure the sale of the production of such lands to the United States and

to the public at reasonable prices, and for the prevention of monopoly, and the

lessee hereby covenants and agrees to comply with any such reasonable order Issued

in pursuance hereof.

5. Relinquishment. --The lessee, upon consent in writing of the lessor, may

make a written relinquishment of ail rights under the lease, and thereupon be

relieved of all future obligations hereunder, or he may with like consent surrender

any legal subdivisions of the area included herein, upon payment of all rents,

royalties, and other debts due and payable to the lessor, and upon payment of all

wages or moneys due and payable to the workmen employed by the lessee, and upon a

satisfactory showing to the Secretary of the Interior that the public interest will

not be impaired; but in no case shall such termination be effective until the

lessee shall have made provision for the preservation of any mines or productive

works, or permanent improvements on the lands covered by such relinquishment.

6. Proceedings in case of default. If the lessee shall not comply with any

of the provisions of the Act or the regulations thereunder or default in the per

formance or observance of any of the provisions of this lease, and such default

shall continue for a period of 30 days after service of written notice thereof by

the lessor, the lessor may institute appropriate proceedings in a court of competent

Jurisdiction for the forfeiture and cancellation of this lease as provided in
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Section 31 of the Act (30 U.S.C. Sec. 188). If the lessee fails to take prompt

and necessary steps to prevent loss or damage to the mine, property, or premises,
or danger to the employees, the lessor may enter on the premises and take such

measures as may be deemed necessary to prevent such loss or damage or to correct

the dangerous or unsafe condition of the mine or works thereof, which shall be
at the expense of the lessee. However, the lessee shall not be held responsible

for delays or casualties occasioned by causes beyond the lessee's control,

1 Heirs and successors . --It is further agreed that each obligation hereunder
shall extend to and be binding upon, and every benefit hereof shall inure to, the

heirs, executors, administrators, successors, or assigns of the respective parties
hereto."

8. Readjustment of royalties. --The lessor shall have the right to readjust

and fix the royalties payable hereunder at the end of twenty years from the date

of this lease, and to so readjust at the end of each succeeding period of twenty
years.

9- Pgot.e c_tlpn of surface, natural resources and improvements. To take such

reasonable steps as may be needed to prevent operations from unnecessarily: (1)
causing or contributing to soil erosion or damaging any forage and timber growth

thereon; (2) polluting the waters of springs, streams ; wells, or reservoirs; (3)
damaging crops, including forage, timber, or improvements of a surface owner; or

(4) damaging range improvements whether owned by the United States or by its graz

ing permittees or lessees; and upon any partial or total relinquishment or the

cancellation or expiration of this lease, or at any other time prior thereto when

required by the lessor and to the extent deemed necessary by the lessor, to fill

any sump holes, ditches and other excavations, remove or cover all debris, and, so

far as reasonably possible, restore the surface of the leased land to its former

condition, including the removal of structures as and if required. The lessor may

prescribe the steps to be taken and restoration to be made with respect to lands

of the United States and improvements thereon.

10. Multiple use of lands. --It is understood and agreed that the lease hereby
issued is subject to principles of multiple use, including the rights of outstand

ing leases issued under any other provision of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended.

11. Unlawful interest. --It Is also further agreed that no Member of, or

Delegate to, Congress, or Resident Commissioner, after his election or appointment,

or either before or after he has qualified and during his continuance in office,

and that no officer, agent, or employee of the Department of the Interior, except

as provided in 43 CFR 7.4 (a) (1), shall be admitted to any share or part in this

lease or derive any benefit that may arise therefrom; and the provisions of section

3741 of the Revised Statutes of trie United States, as amended (41 U.S.C. Sec. 22)
and sections 431, 432 and 433, Tit la 18 U.S. Code, relating to contracts, enter

into and form a part of this lease so far as the same may be applicable.

12. Nondiscrimination in employment. --During the performance of this contract

the contractor agrees as follows: (I) The contractor will not discriminate against

any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed, color, or national

origin. The contractor will take affirmative, act ion to ensure that applicants are

employed, and that employees are treated during employment, without regard to their

race, creed, color, or national origin. Such action shall Include, but not be

limited, to the following: employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer; recruit

ment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms

of compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The con

tractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants

for employment, notices to be provided by the contracting officer setting forth

the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. (2) The contractor will, in all

solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the con

tractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employ

ment without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin. (3) The contractor

will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which he has a

collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice, to

be provided by the agency contracting officer, advising the said labor union or

workers'

representative of the contractor's commitments under this Section, and

shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous places available to employees and

applicants for employment. (4) The contractor will comply with ail provisions of

Executive Order Number 10925 of March 6, 1961, as amended, and of the rules,
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regulations, and relevant orders of the President's Committee on Equal Employment

Opportunity created thereby. (5) The contractor will furnish all information and

reports required by Executive Order Number 10925 of March 6, 1961, as amended,
and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the said Committee, or pursuant thereto,

and will permit access to his books, records, and accounts by the contracting agency
and the Committee for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such

rules, regulations, and orders. (6) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance

with the nondiscrimination clauses of this contract or with any of the said rules,

regulations, or orders, this contract may be cancelled, terminated, or suspended

in whole or In part and the contractor may be declared ineligible for further

Government contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in Executive Order

Number 10925 of March 6, 1961, as amended, and such other sanctions may be imposed

and remedies invoked as provided in the said Executive Order or by rule, regulation,

or order of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, or as other

wise provided by law. (7) The contractor will include the provisions of paragraphs

(1) through (7) in every subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by rules,

regulations, or orders of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity
issued pursuant to Section 303 of Executive Order Number 10925 of March 6. 1961,
as amended, so that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or

vendor. The contractor will take such action with respect to any subcontract or

purchase order as the contracting agency may direct as a means of enforcing such

provisions, including sanctions for noncompliance: Provided , however, that in

the event the contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation

with a subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction by the contracting

agency, the contractor may request the United States to enter into such litigation

to protect the interests of the United States.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

By.
(Lessee) (Signing officer)

By.
(Title) (Date)

(Title) (Date)
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